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ABSTRACT

Because colleges and universities create and
disseminate knowledge, and because of the power knowledge creates,
these institutions of higher learning possess e moral responsibility
to society. The scholar's role is crucial because of his or her power
to define reality for and exercise control over society in general
and students in particular. Often ethical problems exist due to the
competing needs of the various roles assumed by the scholar, which
can be conceived in four phases: teaching, discovery, application,
and integration. To assist in dealing with these problems, the
institution itself must take a leadership role by properly
formulating mission statements based on ethical practices and
concerns; fostering collaboration among all faculty, administrators,
staft, and students to work with the values necessary for

institutional effectiveness and overall integrity; and by employing
the use of models of ethical decision making. The academic

environment must foster the importance of human dignity, the
nourishment of growth and achievement, and respect for others. Such
an environment is a learning community: a community that brings
together the themes of leadership, faculty, and students. Leadership
is essenuial to an institution's sensitivity to values in higher
education. The learning community can also bring out the best in

faculty and resolve several of the tensions faculty face in their
careers, especially conflicts between reaearch and teaching. Finally,
the learning community provides direction to students and anchors

their collegiate experience in the intellectual life. Contains
approximately 300 references and an index. (GLR)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

What Is the Impetus for Assessing the Values and
Ethics of Higher Education?
Colleges and universities are olstodians of knowledge.
Because the possession of knowledge is the source of power,
understood here as the ability to influence decisions in con-
temporary society, these institutions are also the gateway to
power, sigoificantly affecting the quality of economic and
social life throughout the world. Thus, insofar as colleges
and universities create and disseminate knowledge within
a particular society, they are institutions with moral respon.
sibilities to maintain the well-being of that society.

Why Is the Collegiate Ethos So Important to Values
And Ethics in Higher Education?
The role of the higher education professional should be
looked at by means of ethical analysis more broadly conceived
than scrutinizing campus ethical dilemmas under the micro.
scope of ethical theories. Of cardinal importance is the impact
of ethos-----customs, practices, and institutional contexts---on
the quality of life and on the ability to sustain a connected
view of things characterized by loyalty, commitment, and lc 'e
(Kull and Whitt 1988; Palmer 1987). With a focus on the ethos
of higher education, any normative discussion of ethics.
and of values--takes place within the broader contexts of
organizational structure and society.

What Is an Ethics of the Ethos?
Morality is not an issue only when problems arise. Respon-
sibility for individual and social welfare is part of the insti-
tutional landscape, a daily occurrence manifested in decision
making on all levels of the college or university and in the
go ,Is toward which the decision making is directed. An ethical
analysis that highlights the interconnectedness of all elements
in the institution-----an ethics of ethos- brings to attention
the complexity of the moral life and the subtle nature of
responsibility in higher education.

What Dimensions of Higher Education Merit Attention?
Me professoriat
Wc)rk in academic life, like any other kind of work, is laden
with values and has a moral dimension that emerges from
the ethical reflection characteristic of' institutional self scrutiny.

tilha's and Ethic.i lii liigbCrEdlICatirn1 iii



Work contributes to personal identity, has a social meahing,
and is best understood as a vocation or calling. The scholar
has considerable power "to define reality" for ',Lid exercise
control over society in general and students in particular. Stu-
dents are vulnerable before and unequal to the scholar; trust
must characterize faculty-student relationships. Illtimately,
however proless(wial kntmledgc nut pu.1-,(iet.iry Imt com-
munal, dedicated to the welfare ot society through the trans-
mission and extension of knowledge. The role of the scholar
can be conceived in four phases: teaching, discovery, appli-
cation, and integration, each of which has its own ethical
assumptions and problems (Boyer 1990). Often the com-
peting needs of these roles cause conflicts for the scholar
teacher/researcher. In responding to these problems, the
scholar must balance individual with group mlities and
requirements. An important pedagogical conception to help
achieve the balance is the learning community.

Leadership
Leadership in higher education continues to be under intense
pressure to respond to societal issues resulting from trends
in demographics and enrollment and economic and social
forces that bring both possible disruption and/or opportunity.
The use of values expressed by the mission statement and
ethical reflection as resources in decision making can pos-
itively affect the institution's ability to respond to complex
decisions about funding and the budget.

The institution's primary leadership role, attributed to the
president with ethical as well a.s academic responsibility, is
complicated by the expectaticm of shared wwernance with
faculty. Success in shared governance requires the ability to
use more than one organizational model to respond to situa-
tions and multiple realities ( Bensimon, Neumann, and Birn-
baum 1989). Practices of leadership that tOcus on collaborative
efforts to encourage dialogue, emphasize the shared values
of the mission statement, and create an atmosphere of trust
all contribute to integrative processes and solutions (Fisher
and Thck 1988). Strategic planning provides a structured
opportunity for faculty, administrators, staff, and students to
work collahoratively and constructively with values necessary
for institutional effectiveness and overall integrity.

Models of ethical decisicm making help inform the practice
of successful leadership in the face of ever-increasing corn-
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plexities in higher education. These models have in common
the process of defining the issues, making decisions by
reviewing alternatives based on intuitive evaluation or on
ethical rules and principles, deciding whether to carry out
the action, and then implementing it using the best delib-
erative judgment.

Student life
Students on todays campuses encounter a variety of complex
situations for which they are often ill-prepared by experience
or individual development. The relationship between stu-
dents' attitudes and values and the environment that supports
or challenges them stands as a dynamic dialectic of confir,
mation and rejection that affects the ethical positions and
choices of both the individual and the institution. The dis-
tinctive nature of the institutional ethos affects the valmes and
interests manifested in the campus climate and the overall
effect of the college experience on the student.

Theoretical models for understanding students' develop-
ment help to provide faculty and administrators with data
to enhance students' learning by responding effectively to
students' increasingly diverse needs. Research in the areas
of gender, cultural, and ethnic differences in cognitive and
psychosocial development over the past 10 years has ethical
implicatkms for college teaching, educational policies, and
student affairs programs and services.

Issues facing higher education, such as racism, sexism,
homophobia, substanex abuse, and academic dishonesty,
argue for t ne pursuit of an ethical environment that consis-
tently asserts the importance of human dignity, nourishes
growth and achievement, and insists on respect in interper-
sonal communication and relations.

What Direction Does an Ethics of the Ethos Provide?
The literature detailing the immorality of individual actions
or policies underscores a more perva!ive problem in higher
education: the lack of community and the lack of a sense
of shared values that give directkm and purpose (Bellah et
al. 1985, 1991). Strategic planning for the future must empha-
size the learning conlmunity as the institutionalization of a
pre)gram that responds to concern for values and ethics in
higher education (Gabelnick et al, 1990).

tallies and Ethics in lAt;ther Education



What Is the Learning Community?
The learning community can he provisionally construed as
an ideal type of higher education culture that seeks to over-
come current tendencies toward individual alienation and
intellectual fragmentation with regard to present academic
specialization and special interests. The learning community
does not deny the value of research or the scholar's freedom
of inquiry, but, as a moral community, it does seek to organize
them within an ethical domain of connectedness and mutual
responsibility.

Why Is the Learning Community So Important?
The learning community embraces a distinctive ethos, one
that is laden with values and sustains the only fitting context
for ethical analysis. Based on the curriculum, the learning
community addresses many important concerns already
touched on. The learning community enables faculty who
feel isolated by the limits of their discipline and miss the rich-
ness they knew so well in graduate school to reach out to
other disciplines. At the same time, learning communities
address the growing diversity among students in terms of
age, race, ethnicity, religion, and marital and enrollment sta-
tus. Most important, the learning community allows for a wide
variety of applications, not simply application in the small
liberal arts college.

How Can Colleges and Universities
Develop Learning Communities?
One effective way to develop a learning community is the
values audit. This campuswide process is a means of assessing
the discrepancy between exrlicit and implicit values and the
decisions that flow from them (Wilcox and Ebbs 1992). It
is an effective tool for bringing the administration, faculty,
staff, and students together. The values audit is not an end
in itself, however: It is only a powerful catalytic agent in the
creation of learning communities. Li ming (1 )mmunities
require commitment and continual nourishment by all sectors
of the institution.

In many ways, the Liming community brings together the
themes of leadership, faculty, and students. Leadership is



essential to colleges and universities' sensitivity to values
in higher education. The learning community symbolizes
the delicate nature of that ta.sk. At the same time, collaboration
among faculty in this learning project is of the essence. Such
communities can bring out the best in faculty and resolve
several of the tensions facuky face in their careers, especially
the tension between research and teaching. Community gives
direction to students and anchors their collegiate experience
in the intellectual life (Astin 1985). Only such an approach
will do justice to the complexity of ethical issues facing higher
education.

Values and Ethics in Higher Education vii
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FOREWORD

Higher education is an organization that society has given
a great deal of respect and freedom. One example of this
respect is that it is one of the few professional entities that
is self-regulated and has no external certification for its pro.
fessional staff. This distinctive position originally was the
result of four factors. First, a college education was considered
important primarily to the intellectually and socially elite.
Second, the intellectual activities of colleges were mysterious
and felt to be beyond the understanding of the average per-
son. Third, while it was fashionable for a community to have
a college, its size and demand on the public dollar were small.
Fourth, and most important, colleges, along with the church,
were considered the floral leaders of society.

While all four factors contributed to society's willingness
to grant higher education a privileged sotus, it was the high
moral and ethical standards that colleges c.Instantly espoused
that gave higher education its position of 1..7adership. People
were confident that colleges did not ne i regulation because
they had an unquestionable moral compass for guidance.

Over the years, higher education's role of leadership has
changed considerably. Higher education is now considered
one of the most important social institutions in our society
for many good reasons. It has helped lead the world in
research, as evidenced by the number of its Nobel laureates;
almost all professions require some form of higher education
for certification; and, as indicated by employment statistics,
a college education is almost mandatory to get and keep a
high-paying job. What also has changedg society's faith in
the values and ethics that make up higher education's lead-
ership compass.

When an organization believes that it is too complex to
be abie to clearly articulate its mission; when as one of its
fundamental values it believes that it does not deal with cus-
tomers; and when it l.ontint les to hold a major portion of
its professional staff-----the tenured facultyunaccountable
hr their effectiveness, something must be available that the
public can point to to maintain its faith in the enterprise. As
long as higher education could point to the values and ethics
that it used to guide its actions and demonstrate that faculty
and graduates represented these values, society remained
content. Wenty years ago, however, with Watergate dem-
onstrating the questi(mable values of the college-trained pro-
fessionals involved, the public's faith in the values and ethics

Italics awl Ethics in I Wier Mucation
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of higher education was severely shaken. Subsequent events,
including higher education's reluctance to lead in such social
areas as equality in race and gender, age (liscrimination, and
access for the disabled, and the misuse of public indirect cost
funding for research projects, continue to undermine the pub-
lic's trust.

The consideration of values and ethics is of prime impor-
tance to the future of higher education. John R. Wilcox, direc-
tor of the Center for Professional Ethics at Manhattan College,
and Susan L Ebbs, associate vice president and dean of stu-
dent life at St..John's University, have undertaken this review
of the ethical issues that higher education needs to address
in the 1990s. They examine these issues hy looking at lead-
ership, scholarship, and students' development and conclude
with the importance that values and ethics have for the future
of the learning cr)mmunity.

In higher education, at least three cmditions are necessary
to ensure the congruency of values and ethics, First is a will-
ingness to consciously identify those values and ethics that
are essential to the academy. Second is the development of
a c(msistent process of evaluation that will assess the degree
to which these values and ethics are represented in the actions
of the members of the academy. And third is the assurance
that a reward system is in operation to clearly reflect the plea-
sure or displeasure of the organization when these values
and ethics are or are not present. This report is the start of
that process.

Jonathan D. Fife
Series Editor
Professor of Iligher Education Administration and
Director, ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education



PREFACE

Colleges and universities are custodians of knowledge. The
possessionof knowledge is the source of pouvr, understood
in this monograph as the ability to influence decisions in
contempormy society. As a result, these institutions are also
the gateway to power, having significant effects on the quality
of economic and social life throughout the world. Thus,
insofar as colleges and universities create and disseminate
knowledge within a particular society, they are institutions
with mom/responsibilities to maintain the well-being of
that society.

In addition to discovering and imparting knowledge, col-
leges and universities offer to society some of the most fo;-
midable criticism of these learning processes. U.S. institutions
of higher learning have a tradition of self-scrutiny and eval-
uation that deeply affects the ethical evaluations of this coun-
uy's higher education. As the distribution of knowledge--
and powerbecomes more diffuse in relation to new mul-
ticultural realities in our society at large, these institutions
work harder than ever to understand their incieasingly com-
plex role in addressing issues and making choices that sup-
port democratic rights and assumptions, fundamental values
upon which U.S. education is built. The values and ethics
inherent in higher education are as diverse as the back-
grounds and experiences Of its various student, professorial,
and administrative constituents. This report organizes and
critiques this wide-ranging discourse, examining ethical ques-
tions that range from issues involving corruption in athletic
programs to the competing values inherent in the profes-
soriat's dual role of scholar and teacher.

The introduction addresses the need for institutional sell
scrutiny. In addition to surveying the literature that I )__Ttains
to such self-analysis, it also presents the operative ethical
terms and concepts with which the entire report is concerned.
It offers an "ethics of ethos,- a concept that will be refined,
in subsequent sections, in terms of the "learning community."
The broad dimensions of this ethical analysis are elaborated
in sections on leadership, the professoriat, and campus culture
(focusing primarily on student life). From a variety of con-
texts, the report revisits such ethical problems as defining
and assessing academic integrity, freedom of speech, and
the conflicts between the rights of the individual and the
needs of the academie community. It pays particular attention
to the ethical problems posed by new and changing mul-

Values and Ethics in lli,t;her Education Aix



ticultural student populations. The goal toward which the
report and analysis mow is the creation of a learning com-
munity (Boyer 1990; Gabe !nick et al. 1990), the principal
subject o;' the final section. The concluding section also con
siders the means by which the learning community is devel-
oped; chief among them is the vahws audit (Reynolds and
Smith 1990; Smith 1984; Smith and Reynolds 1990).

This report, rather than being a survey of ethics courses
or curricula, is a review of ethical issues many of the partic-
ipants in higher education face in the 1990s. Its intention is
to aid faculty and administrators in their often daunting need
to keep abreast of current ethical concerns by providing a
comprehensive bibliographic review of the relevant literature
and a thematic organization of it, thereby providing an effec-
tive framework for analysis. In sum, this report is a means
of stimulating the moral imagination of faculty and admin-
istrators as they assess the increasing number of divergent
and highly visible moral problems on our campuses.

1.4*



INTRODUCTION

Let us note that moral educatiwt takes place least in clasy
mom lectures ( although Ithey1 have a place ) and is only
in a limited measure a matter of developMg moral t ea-
soning 'Lb a much greater extent, moral education is fos.
tered through personal example and above all thmugh fos-
terft the proper institutional culture-----from corridors and
cakeria to the parking lot and sports. In effect, tbe whole
school should be considered as a set of averiena's gener-
ating situations ubere young people either leant the tvlues
of civility, sharing and responsibility to the common good
or of cheal cut.thmat competition, and total self
absolption Responsive Communitarian Platform"
199192, p. 10).

Institutional Self-Scrutiny: Needs and Forms
Higher education has its share of moral problems that pn)mpt
ethical analysis. Athletic scandals, discriminatory admissions
policies, and sexual violence immediately come to mind,
hut on a more fundamental level are, in the minds of many
within the academy and in our society generally, a crisis of
values on the campus and a consequent confusion about the
mission of higher education. This confusion is evident from
several questions: What is the purpose of the core curriculum,
and what should students learn about nonwestern cultures?
What is the aim of a liberal education, and how is the devel-
(-)pment of individual students related to the well-being of
society? Because contemporary higher cducatkm is a cor
porate enwrprise, how (foes this status relate to the demands
of students for a Illiwe personalized education?

In view of these issues, self-scrutiny becomes a moral
imperative fio institutions of higher learning. That is, insti
tutk)ns have an obligation in conscience to be self-reflective
regarding their various pmers and responsibilities. The unde-
niability of these c)bligo''ons is reinfinced by governmental
requirements for institutional self-assessment to ensure eco-
nomic cost-effectiveness (Caplan 1980). Little doubt exists
th "institutk self-assessment provides the threshokl for
moral consckmsness in the college or university- ( limn and
Lenn 1990, p. 348), and colleges and universities already
engage in self-examination in a number of ways. For example,
funding agencies require outcome assessments, or formal
evaluations of the success of students learning. Accrediting
agencies require self-studies on regular cycles, state education

itIlleS and Ethic's ill ill,C;her
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departments require five-year plans, and individual depart-
ments sponsor their own self-evaluations. More frequently
in recent years, outcome assessments have been mandated
as a form of self-analysis. Eighty-two percent of all colleges
now report such assessments under way (El-Khawas 1990);
such activities had increased from 55 percent in 1988 to 67
percent in 1989. A direct connection seems to exist between
assessment procedures and the institutional mission, the
objectives of which are articulated in a mission statement.
Likewise, scholars agree that such procedures require the
acceptance of certain values, one of them that faculty and
institutions share with the student the responsibility for learn-
ing. Most recognize that effective outcome assessments
require a previous investigation of the values that inform the
institutional mission and the decision making of all constit-
uents (Kean 1987).

Institutional Self-Assessment and the
Articulation of Values
Assessments of students' learning, the self-study and program
evaluation among them, require that institutions measure
progress against some commonly held benchmark, most often
an articulated mission or value system. The primary form of
assessment is "self-evaluation that is oriented toward renewing
a clear sense of purpose" (Lenn and Ler.I 1990, p 342). Self-
assessment also requires building a moral dimension into
communities so that well-being and social responsibility are
both increased. A practical way to build in the moral dimen-
sion is through the use of a values audit. This instrument
assists the campus community in understanding divergences
between the stated mission and goals of the institution and
the communitys perception of how the actual practices of
administrators, faculty, st: if, and students diverge from the
college's or university's documents. The processes of com-
pleting the audit and carrying out recommendations are of
great value. They both take priority over any written report.
Important as it is, the values audit is a catalyst and a first step
in enhancing the life of the learning community. It is not a
substitute for that life.

Regardless of the form that a particular institution's assess-
ment of values takes, the ouicome should increase sensitivity
toward consensus building and the processes of setting values
(Pace 19 '9; Reynolds and Smith rut., 1990; Smith n.d., 1984;



Smith and Reynolus 1990; Wilcox and Ebbs 1992). Although
a principal objective of this report is to present a survey of
the literature on ethics in higher education, a second goal
is to relate this survey to certain key concepts and activities
involving the moral dimension of self-assessment. Cerminly,
these concepts and activities reflect the authors' concerns
and biases, but their thematic and organizational preferences
neither limit unfairly the survey of literature nor stifle com-
peting ideas or issues.

At first glance, many of the citations in the list of references
might not appear to directly address ethical issues. When one
recalls the essentially interdisciplinary nature of applied ethics
and the nature of higher education as a complex institution
having individual and societal goals, however, the bibliograph-
ical diversity and scope become intelligible and needed. Prob-
lematic areas related to the professoriat, leadership, and cam-
pus lie are not discrete concerns but interrelated issues,
because they are all acpects of the learning community, a
term associated with the pioneering work of Patrick Hill and
his associates (Gabe lnick et al. 1990). This report closely ties
ethical discourse to an analysis of the values that are the foun-
dation of higher education but do not lend themselves to
the analytic precision so often associated with ethical critique.

An Ethics of Ethos
Thus, it is therefore not the purpose of this report to scrutinize
campus ethical dilemmas under the microscope of ethical
theories like utilitarianism and deontology. Rather, the
approach is to look at the role of the professional in higher
education by means of ethical analysis more broadly con-
ceived. Of cardinal importance is the impact of ethoscus-
toms, practices, and institutional contexts----on the quality
of life and on the ability to sustain a connected view of things
characterized by loyalty, commitment, and love (Kuh and
Whiu 1988). "A reflective focus upon ethos is more likely
to develop in the direction of an understanding and criticism
of the institutions of professional life, including professional
organizations, education, and the settings within which pro-
fessionals practice" (Sullivan 1990, p. 191; see also (Iustafson
1991). By focusing attention on the ethos of higher education,
any normative discussion of ethics thus takes place within
the broader contexts of organizational structure and society.

tillues and Ethics in INher Education
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Values, the moral life, and ethics are part of the perennial
need for self-examination and renewal and are relevant for
the diverse set of institutions that come under the umbrella
of highce education in the United States. Distinctiveness
requires continual reinforcement of those qualities defin-
ing an institution. All colleges and universities have a re-
sponsibility to be faithful to their legal and moral charters,
charters making them accountable to some higher authority:
the state or local government or an ethnic, racial, or reli-
gious community.

We have undertaken this project because we believe that
colleges and universities are moral agents. Higher education
assumes social responsibilities toward students by taking on
the task of enhancing their ability to learn in the classroom
and through cocurricular life on campus, a recurring theme
in subsequent sections. Education also acknowledges a
responsibility toward society, because learning helps meet
not only individual needs but also those of the community.
Social responsibility is further fulfilled through the expansion
of the knowledge base by means of research and technolog-
ical development. Thus, the ethics of ethos in the world of
higher education seeks to forge connections among the often
competing needs of the individual and society, the expansion
of knowledge, and the advancement of technology. The
authors' assumption is that the purposes of individuals and
agencies alike are better served and more morally secure
when they opecirte within a "community" that values feelings
of connectednem, mutual responsibility, and the fair and bal-
anced exercise of power.

Higher education by its nature is a moral endeavor that
advocates certain highly prized activities or patterns of behav-
ior. These activities or patternsindividual learning and
research--represent values. They are also means for reaching
other values like personal growth and the common good.
Achievement of personal and social values requires other
value-laden means that further confirm the moral agency of
academics and academe. Among these means are respect for
the dignity of the person as an individual and a.s a member
of diverse groups, academic freedom, and a well-thought-
Out pedagogy.

As is already evident, "ethics" is an important term i this
report, requiring definition. As used in this report, it means
the normative analysis of the moral agency of individuals and



institutions and the values they seek. While principles of con-
sequences and obligation (to name but two normative means
of understanding and codifying values) give direction to deci-
sion making and shed light on the value of values, the moral
agency of colleges and universities remains comprehensive.
Morality is not an issue only when problems arise. Respon-
sibility for individual and social welfare is part of the insti
tutional landscape, a daily occurrence manifested in decision
making r" Al levels o'e college or university and in the
goals t .t which the decision making is directed. An ethical
analysis that highlights the interconnectedness of all elements
in the institutionan ethics of the ethos----brings to attention
the complexity of the moral life and the subtle nature of
responsibility in higher education.

In light of these assumptions, three dimensions of higher
education merit particular attention in this report: the pro-
fessoriat (the following section), leadership (the second sec-
tion), and campus culture, focusing primarily on student life
(the third section). A review of the literature in 'hese areas
reveals a host of ethical problems, from athletic scandals to
faculty plagiarism. Ethical categories, such as equity, fairness,
and honesty, easily lead to moral judgments on these prob-
lems. At the same time, however, it becomes obvious that
the literature detailing the immorality of individual ocuons
or policies underscores a more pervasive problem in higher
education: the lack of community and the lack ofa sense
of shared values that give direction and purpose. The authors'
recommendations for future directions place great emphasis
on community and the concept of the learning 'ommunity
as the institutionalization of a program that responds to the
concerns raised in the other sections. Although the final sec-
tion explores the concept of the learning community more
fully, a brief definition here will enable the reader to compare
and evaluate ideas presented in the earlier sections.

The learning communitycan be provisionally construed
as an ideal type of higher education culture that seeks to over-
come current tendencies toward individual alienation and
intellectual fragmentation with regard to present academic
specialization and special interests. It is a response to the
complexity and diversity of university and college depart-
mentalization ald to the destabilizing aspects of the prolif-
eration of knowledge characteristic of contemporary research
enterprises. The learning community does not deny the value

l'alues and Ethics in fhgher Education
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of research or the scholar's freedom of enquiry, but, as a
moral community, it does seek to organize them within an
ethical domain of connectedness and mutual responsibility.

While a review of the history of higher education in the
United States would provide a context for the present dis-

cussion, such a review is beyond the purposes of this report.

The reader should note, however, that concern for values

and ethics is not a new ism-2 on our campuses. From the ear-

liest days of higher education in this country, colleges and
universities have been part of the nation-building process
(Kimball 1986; see also Cremin 1980; Potts 1981; Sloan 1980).
Historically, colleges functioned as moral enterprises (Bok

1990), in contrast to the way some think of higher education
today: self-serving institutions that motivate students to seek
personal interests and careers (DePalma 1991a; laney 1990).

A harbinger of the present interest in the moral life of colleges
and universities is found in, among others, The Higher Learn-

ing in America (Hutchins 1936), an attempt to introduce
coherence and a clear vision of undergraduate education.
The writings of Ernest Boyer, Derek Bok, and A. Bartlett Gia-

matti have carried that tradition into the present.
This discussion of ethics in higher education is by no

means intended as an analysis of existing ethics curricula.
This report is not interested in what is taught in philosophy
class; instead, the authors are concerned about directing eth-
k-al analysis toward the various types of academic commu-
nities themselves. They intend to articulate an ethos of higher
education that assesses the life and well-being of academia
and to recommend various means of redressing the institu-

tional failings that have been discovered in that environment.
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PROFESSING TO SCHOLARSHIP

The hope for fleixibilitr and opennos to rational moral per-
snasiou is the hope that for the healthy and well-integrated
personality, the ArNotelian ideal, the role of the good person,
wi i/at least other roles the person may play (Gold-
man 1980, p. 292).

The Meanings of "Profession"
l'he word "profession" has religious origins. "lb profess" has
a clear resonance within the Roman Catholic monastic tra-
dition wherein members of religious orders profess vows pub-
licly. They affirm membership in a community and proclaim
a willingness to fulfill the mission of the group as set forth
by the rules of the order. Neither expertise nor service are
in the historic roots of the term (Schurr 1982). Originally,
being a professional meant vowing to uphold commitment
to poverty, chastity, and obedience in a community. A "tran-
scendent intent" was and is (now redefined to account for
the obligations of contemporaty professionalism) intrinsic
to this commitment.

We live, however, in an age suspicious of transcendent
claims. Ideals like "the glory of truth," so common in the his-
tory of education today, often seem impossible to sustain.
Indeed, the goals of the academic communityjust like those
of society at large------often seem ill formed or conflicting.
Certainly, then, those who "profess" to knowledge in today's
colleges and universities must continually reflect on the rela-
tionship between personal interests (based .)n one's own
knowledge) and those of the community. Standards against
which this relationship might be measured and appraised are
neither clear nor universal. A core of professional standards
and codes of ethics, however, express and advance certain
generally accepted ethical norms. These standards and codes
can be used to help orient ethical inquiry into more equiv-
ocal matters.

Professional Standards and Codes of Ethics
Ordinarily, associations made up of professionals set tt)eir
own standards to ensure the competence and integrity of
members engaged in private practice and to monitor their
conduct. In many cases, professional stindards are reinfOrced
by civil law through a process of examinations and licensing.
Medicine, law, and divinity are considered the classic pro-
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fessions. Becouse college and university education is requited
for certification in these professions and because the edu-
cators are defined by characteristics similar to these other
groups, higher education can also be considered a profession
(Wilcox 1989). Education is one of the three secular profes-

sions attached to or uerived from the clerical state or religious
profession (Camenish 1983). The concern is not so much
with the religious origins as with the exceptional commitment
involvedan atypk al moral undertaking nc expected of all.
Attention is more eisily given to law and mer icine because
of the level of power wielded by lawyers and doctors as
opposed to teachers and clerics (Camenisch 1983).

Iligher educatkm has formal codes and polky statements
that address faculty behavior. Nevertheless, no "dOinitive
organizcd associatkm that upholds membership requirements
and maintains ethical norms" exists (Schurr 1982, p. 318).
The code crafted by the American Association of University
Professors (AAUP) comes closest perhaps to the maintenance
of such norms. An explanation of the meaning and purpose
of codes is helpful here, however, to elucidate an evaluation
of the AM IP cc kle and of c(xles fim the professoriat more gen-
erally. Codes or statements of ethics wem to be necessary
when a cohesive culture no longer exists (Reynolds and Smith
1990). The growing presence of codes, for the academic com-
munity of tdministrators and professors as well as classic and
aspiring professions, underlines the absence of consensus
on deep values in the society (Bellah et al. 1985; Sullivan
1990). Given the public demand for legislation in a growing
number of states covering effective instruction and respoi .
sible evaluation as well a general erosion of consensus
over values witj- n societ mid the academic community, how-
ever, mandated codes of professional conduct could well be
forthcoming.

The AM IP pn)mulgated its initial code of conduct on pro-
fesskmal ethi,:s for the professoriat in 1966 (American Asso-
('iat U )11 1987), although the AMJP's Committee B on Profes-
sional Ethics was formed in the early 1920s (Dill 1982a). John
Dewey chaired this committee, which, after a few meetings,
remained dormant until 1956, when a short statement was
submitted t( the AM IP Council, which then rejected it. In
1966. the "Statement on Pr( )fesskmal Ethics" was finally
adopted and then revised in 1987 with Sections on inclusive
language and references to harassment and discrimination.

P.,



In five brief sections, the statement discusses the values
that should guide professional life: growth in scholady coin
petence, students' learning, and responsibility to colleagues,
instituzio.,. and society. The statement also presents specific
activities to he avokled, among them conflicts of interest,
exploitation of students, and harassment of colleagues. De-
spite this stated commitment to ethical behavim, AAUP has
always made clear that its primary concern is academic free-
dom and tenure (1984; Rich 1984). By doing so, AAUP pro-
tects its constituents. By investigating charges about ethics,
AMP appeai's to assist the administration. It is in the best
interest of the professoriat to expos,.! unethical professors,
however (Rich 1984). Further, the AAUP Statement is too
short, leaves important concerns, such as outside empk)y-
mem, to other documents, and makes no provision for imple-
mentation (Rich 1984).

The multiple moral issues on campus reflect the rapidly
changing society in which higher education in the United
states exists. Scholars disagree, however, rce;iirding the use-
fulness of an academic code of ethics, one that would govern
the work of professors. Some reject academic codes as both
ineffective and difficult to construct (Callahan 1982; Schurr
1982). A code is "antithetical to the ethical fimndation of the
academic profession" (Schurr 1982). Another scholar, how-
ever, affirms t..e usefulness of codes to provide a process of
self-scrutiny that would he constructive. Among the issues
needing attention are general offenses like sexual harassment
and discrimination as wcIl as problem areas in teaching and
research that involve specialized responsibilities (Nickel 1990).

An ongoing institutional examination of conscience on the
subject of academic ethics, valuing pmcem; has been pro-
posed as the only viable so'ution (Callahan 1982). Indeed,
some institutionalized pn)c,ss seems to he the only effective
means of coping with institutional complexity. the range of
moral issues facing Faculty, and the changing expectations
of the larger 5( wiety.

The responsibility for moral self-scrutiny has been placed
at both the institutional and personal levels, calling ior sys-
temic and personal professional scrutiny (Reynolds aild Smith
1990). These academic pdnciples of responsibility are based
on identified deep values: respect for people, honesty in all
communications, virtues of fairness and efficiency, and com-
mitment 1,$) the common good. Although these values could
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be in competition in specific instances (for example, re-
spect for people versus the need for efficiency), in princi-
ple they are mutually supportive and consistent (Reynolds
and Smith 1990).

Central to the discussion of the ethics of any professional
field is the extent to which the special norms and principles
governing the professions override individual rights and other
moral principles. Clearly, it varies with the profession and with
the instance (Goldman 1980; Rich 1984). Is scientific research
with dangerous technological or social consequences per-
missible? (Goldman 1980). Adherence to or denial of special
norms as a result of academic role differentiation is important
in such a case. "Can professional, in this case academic,
license or duty to seek and report the truth in such are.-c
[nuclear physics, sociological investigations of racial intel-
ligence] override the potential social harm from the findings
no matter how disastrous?" (Goldman 1980, p 287; see also
Passmore 1984).

Following this line of reasoning, one might ask other qu
tions about academic role differentiation. Do the principles
of tenure and academic freedom weaken the responsibilities
of teaching students and presenting controversial issues with
objectivity? (Passmore 1984). Does the academic reward sys-
tem based on publication diminish excellence in teaching
and service to the college or the local and national commu-
nities? Tlw problem is not so much living up to ethical stan-
dards in professional life, but rather assuming without ques-
tion that they ought to be lived (Goldman 1980).

In themselves, the norms of professional ethics do not
define the social or personal relationships of individuals
toward o..e anothm These norms tirms on obligations arising
out of contractual agreements. This issue is important for edu-
cators whose relationship with students and the college or
university community encompasses far more than contractual
agreements (Reynolds and Smith 1990). While higher edu-
cation has become a highly rationalized institution with char-
acteris1cs of contract, bureaucracy, and impersonality (gesell-
schaft ), it has other characteristicsopenness, trust, com-
mitment, care, concern for meaning, transcendence and
ultimacy--- more frequently asstwiated with community
(gemeinschaft )(see Tonnies 193 for a discussion of the kleal
types rwresenwd here). These commmitarian characteristics
are itt the core of professorial identity.



The Roles of the Modern Scholar
The literature dealing with the professoriat is extensive and
vaded as the rmiltifaceted roles assigned to it (Finkelstein
1987). Generally speaking, roles can be understood as prac-
tices or coherent patterns of individual activity that produce
goods internal to the activity. Professors assume a variety of
roles to realize a variety of goals, each of which maintains a
constelkttion of relaW moral imperatives. Boyer identities
four functions that constitute the p.ofessor's scholarly ani:
professional identity: &scowl); integration, application, and
teaching (Boyer 1990; Sullivan 1990). These functions stand
as the basis of a particular professorial role, with scholars
frequently assuming mote than one (for example, a pro-
fessor can be both discoverer and teacher) because of in-
dividull choice, contractual obligations, or pressures like
the reward system. Each role carries certain moral obliga-
tions, Moral dilemmas can arise when the goals in each role
make demands that compete with each other (Schuster and
Bowen 1987).

Boyer's typolov
Sadokirship Reconsidered ( Boyer 1990) presents this thur-
point typokw to describe the role of the scholar. in effect,
the typology addresses the question of whether 3 common
profession of teaching exists or whether researchers and
members of disciplines are separate ( Robertwn and Grant
1982). Boyer's proposed solution is to subsume within the
role of schrlari,l! the activities of an academic's life discov
cry, integration, application, and teaching-- -acknowledng
that conflicts can arise when the requirements to satisfy the
goals of one role art incompatible with those needed to sat-
isfy' another.

The scholarships of discovery and ieaching. The
scholar dikorerer engages in research leading to new under
standings of the natun and social world or reinterpretations
of history and literature and theories of pedagogy. These prac-
tices produce internal gttods that benefit humankind for
example, the discovery of DNA or new theories of linguist:...$).
The realization of these g(tods also depends on the practice
of many virtues but especially justice, courage, and honesty
in the work of research.

The practice of the sctiotartmlwr facilitates students learn-
ing, an internal good valuable to the learning community,
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Teaching requires the virtues mentioned in the preceding
paragraph but also those of patience and understanding,
among others. Teiihing further demands not only commit-
ment to mastery a the discipline but also excellence in ped-
agogy to produce those goods internal to the practice.

Certainly the scholarships of discovery and teaching can
overlap. Teaching as the transmission, transformation, and
extension of knowledge embraces more than mere lecturing.
Setting goals, recognizing learning styles in the classroom,
and effective assessment are fundamental. Good teaching
requires keeping up with developments in the field of exper-
tise. Pedagogy requires planning, ongoing evaluation, the cre-
ation of a common ground and learning commun4 char-

acterized by the transformation and extension of knowledge.
These descriptions of good teaching fall well within the realm
of discovery.

The scholrrship of application. Another aspect of the role
of the scholar involves his or her commitment to sm..ce,
defined as the application of knowledge to the resolution of
consequential problems within the scholar's discipline, as
well as the possible redefinition of the scholarly agenda
because of attention to a social problem. "To be considered
scholarship, service activities must be tied directly to one's
special field of knowledge and relate to, and flow directly out
of, . is professional activity. Such service is serious, demand-
ing work, requiring the rigorand the accountabilitytra-
ditionally associated with research activities" (Boyer 1990,
p. 22). This insight is important because of the confusion that
has attended the role of service within higher education, Con-
sidered committee work or community assistance, service
has traditionally been viewed as unrelated to the identity of
the scholar, rather than an integral part of it, seen as applied
scholarship, service includes "activities that relate directly to
the intellectual work of the professor and carried out through
consultation, technical assistance, policy analysis, program
evaluation, and the like" (Boyer 1990, p. 36). Service, applied
to social or civic projects, is often forgotten in consideration
for promotion and tenure, Were there broad acceptance of
this notionof giving faculty credit fir servicea number
of value conflicts and ethical dilemmas would likely be
resolved (Light 1974).

4 V
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The scholarship of application is a long and impoitatn tra-
dition in the humanities (Hastings Center 1984). Prdession-
alization of the humanities at the end of the 19th centuty is
characterized ti.s historically idiosyncratic. The new applied
humanities are "a return to the kind of diverse purposes and
social roles that have characterized the humanities for most
of their history" (p. 12).

The scholarship of integration. Integration is a ground-
breaking activity that occurs ill different disciplines on the
borderlines of discovely (I3oyer 1990). It brings together dis-
crete research findings and demonstrates connections among
them, thereby demonstrating or suggesting new forms of
knowledge. Me scholarly role of integration has an influence
on the other three roles in that the resulting knowledge could
lead to new discovery and application as well as the trans-
formation and extension of knowledge in teaching.

The tension continues between research and teaching and
the attendant faculty reward structure (see, e.g., Bok 1990;
Rosovsky 1990; Schaefer 1990; Smith 1990). Some are sym-
pathetic to the elite group of researdiers on the faculty
( Rosovsky 1990) and view performance in research, especially
through publication, over teaching ability as the better indi-
cator of success. Others, however, emphasize faculty respon-
sibility in teaching (few example, returning work promptly
with adequate comment, giving proper guidance to graduate
students writing theses) but do not mention pedagogy itself
as a moral responsibility (Bok 1990).

Scholarship versus the academic profession
The role of thu scholar can be further complicated by the
often competing needs and goals of the scholarly and the aca-
demic professions. The terrn "academic professional" (Dill
19H2b) relies on ;I typology (Light 1974) distinguishing
between the faculty and the academic professional. Mculty
refers to those with academic appointments at colleges and
universities, whereas academic pmfessional scholars refers
to those individuals with academic appointments who are
engaged in the advancemetn of knowledge, train new
members of the particular profession, and judge their qual-
ifications. Academic pn)fessionals do not consider undergrad-
uate teaching and administrative duties as self-identifying
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activities; instead these activities are institutional obligations
(Light 1974). In addition, a number of academic professionals
do no teaching at all; research constitutes their only respon-
sibility. This typology has implications for academic ethics
(Dill 1982b). "There is an assumption that the core values
of the scholarly profession (those who do research only with-
out academic appointments) are also the approprithe vallles
for socializing the faculty subset" (p. 258).

Because the academic professionals are the "gatekeepers"
for admission into the ranks of the faculty in higher education,
they emphasize the characteristics of the scholarly profession
with which they themselves most identify (Clark 1987a): those
of a "free profession" with few if any institutional or organi-
zational responsibilities, such as teacning or administration.
Those aspiring to faculty rank, therefore, receive little direct
prepanttion for teaching (Clark 1987b), because many con-
skier this role subordinate to the role of research, the latter
of which comributes more directly to building the knowledge
base of a fiekl. Sabbatical leaves represent institutional sup-
port for the faculty's research work, designed as they are to
provide time for in-depth research. Similar leaves to assist fac-
ulty to improve their teaching ;.kills have never been standard
prak 'kv in higher education, and the general cons,. -isus to
date considers that this policy is appropriate.

Some take issue with the theory of the academic disciplines
as the dominant force in higher education (Tierney 1988; see
also Ruscio 1986). The disciplines interact with both the cul-
tures of the institution and the faculty, and knowledge is a
social product with political consequences (Tierney 1988).
A conservative Christian college might thus view as divinely
given the knowledge or tradition that prescribes the truth of
traditional sex roles. The disciplines arc understood as sources
of these data. At a cutting-edge institution, institutional culture
dominates departmental culture. Thus, "institutions in some
way play a role in interpreting knowledge. . . Knowledge
is a 5( wial construct constantly undergoing interpretation and
change on a variety of different levels and in a variety of social
contexts" (p. 16). Therefore, any attempt to redefine faculty
roles must take into account much more than academic prep-
aration in gr luate schools. Institutional culture is a dominant

wee in the rt e conflicts that faculty experience. While coil-
tui e is a theme tf the final section of this report, it is impor-
tant to note het the system of formal advisement, espedally



in the majot., and pervasive informal contact between facult.y
and students that even the casual visitor observes as a dont.
nant characteristic of higher education in the United States.

Emphasizing institutional culture should not distract us
from the issues at hand concerning graduate education. The
responsibility of graduate schools to help resolve what some
st.,2 as the teaching/research dilemma is not clear. Graduate
students should learn about the historical background, orga-
nizational structure, and culture of higher education and of
their discipline (Study Group 1984). Scholars in the field posit
that such a background will dispel false expectations about
the professoriat and combat disillusionment with the multiple
roles and responsibilities that faculty perform. Given the enor-
mous turnover rate in faculty over the next two decades (pro-
jections of 563,000 new appointments replacing 663,000 cur-
rent fitculty), eSpecially in the arts and sciences (153,000 new
appointments replacing 154,000 at the present time) (Kerr
1991), graduate schools and the academic leadership in
higher education have a significant opportunity to examine
and restructure graduate education.

Moral Responsibility within Roles
Moral issues can arise when the scholar assumes more than
one role, They call for ethical analysis because of the rela-
tional nature of morality arising from obligations inherent
in evely role. Relationships between the discoverer and sci-
entific community and between teacher and student are two
important examples. The practices and virtues necessary
within a particular role arise from the role itself and flow from
the values inherent in that role. For example, extension of
the knowledge base requires honesty in research. The fol-
lowing subsection recounts Boyer's typology to identify some
of the moral issues and questions that face the scholar, paying
particular attention to the problems faced by the scholar-
teacher and the scholardiscoverer.

Ethical reflection on the role of scholar-teacher
The moral responsibilities of thc scholarteacher are clear in
many instances: Lying to or cruelty toward students should
not exist. Ilniversity teachers also have distinctive responsi-
bilities arising from the conjoining of teaching and research.
This moral problem is not easily resolved in view of the mass
university and resulting loyalties to a profession. Allegiances
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to one's discipline ',le probably more important for faculty
than loyalty to the university or even the idea of the university
(Shils 1983).

Moral issues also emerge from the modern tendency to
divide responsibilities into administration and teaching. Leav-
ing these responsibilities to others, the faculty can weaken
the integrity ef the college or university whose mission is so
closely conneJed with the work of the faculty (Shils 1983).
In other instances, moral problems emerge from the com.
petition between various goodsfor example, honesty in
grading versus encouragement of the student (Russ 1988).
Still others contain no clear institutional guidelinesfor
example, what are the parameters of students' autonomy in
the classroom? Some of these issues have always been pres-
em; others reflect the complex nature of contemporary higher
education (Robertson and Grant 1982).

Maximum benefit and equal respect. Ikvo ethical prin-
ciples are almost universally used in assessing moral dilem-
mas: maximum benefit and equal respect. Maximizing bene-
fits requires doing what will benefit the greatest number to
the greatest extent possible. This principle is balanced by that
of equal respect, which views people as ends in themselves:
free, rational, and of equal value as moral agents. Both prin-
ciples are necessary, yet maximum benefit presupposes equal
respect. They oukl, lumever, conflict. Several germane ques-
tkins in this regard might he asked: "When is it permissible
to violate a person's rights . . to produce a better outcome?"
(Strike 1988, p. 158). When should time he given to weaker
students over brighter ones? How much weight, if any, should
he given to effort over performance?

The teacher-student relationship has two fundamental mowl
issues that relate to the principles of maximum benefit and
equal respect. The first has to do with understanding students
in both formal and informal contacts and contexts, the second
with the curriculum. Respect for the "otherness" of students
is essential, because an asymmetry of power exists between
teachers and students as a result of teachers' expertise, expe-
rien( and skills. Respect is expressed in the pedagogical goal
of it iderstakling students' grounding: What is their world
ViCW and how do they learn?

An issue that has more to do with maximum benefit is the
development of a bn mil-based curriculum. The enhancement
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of professional ethics programs, for example, is not enough
of a response to demands for moral integrity (Buchholz 1989;
Hastings Center 1980; Pamental 1988). While educators need
to develop and implement effective means of incorporating
ethics into the curriculum (Christensen with Hansen 1981;
Kuhmerker, Mentkowski, and Erickson 1980), applied and
professional ethics are by niture interdisciplinaiy. Embracing
an interdisciplinary approach means abandoning the rigidity
and narrowness of departmental structures. It also means for-
saking the highly individual approach to teaching that char.
acterizes higher education (Amin 1988; Giroux and Purpel
1983; Hirsch 1988; Schaefer 1990).

Raising these issues highlights other issues: Because the
teaching of ethics is itself an ethical issue, whose interests
are uppermost when faculty develop curricula? (Meilaender
1989; Waithe and Ozar 1990) and, in a related manner, What
value does the college or university professor place on the
quality of his or her teaching? Should teaching he considered
the primary commitment of the professoriat? While various
authors affirm the importance of and ohligations in teaching,
rarely do they address learning styles anu assessment. This
fi wmal approach (Cahn 1986; Rohinsi H1 and Moulton 1985;
Rosovsky 1990) stands in sharp contrast to those who empha-
size policies, research, and an ethos that hrings about in-
creases in students' learning (Boyer 1990; Policy Perspectives
1989; Study Group 1984). Imulvement in Learning, for
instance, stresses students' involvement, high expectations,
assessment, and feedback as vital to teaching. Each emphasis
implies attention to students' needs and is a concrete appli-
cation of the moral obligation to show respect for students.

While it is a moral imperative for a faculty menther to he
on time for class, this formal obligation must be grounded
in a mure cotnprehensive the( wy of pedagogy. Reinforcing
Boyer's scholarship of teaching is an evaluation of "the com-
mitment of fiiculty members to teaching through their con-
trihutions to the literature un college instruction, student
development, and allied topics; to the proceedings of the
teaching divisk ins of learned and professional societies and
higher educatk ni associations; to) instructional materials (like]
texthixiks and software; and to the development of significant
courses and curricula" (Study Group 1984, p. 60). Being on
time hut then lecturing fiw 45 minutes falls kir short of what
is due to students. Publicized office hours that are kept and
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a presence on campus that cannot be tallied by a precise niim-
ber of hours also contribute to a comprehensive pedagogy.

Faculty-student collaboration. The traditional student
body has changed in terms of ethnic diversity and preparation
in skills. Students have become more selective in choosing
faculty (Dill 1982b), hut these "consumers" of education do
not seem to exert any pressure for better teaching. Students'
and parents' emphasis remains on institutional prestige,
because it is equated with success in one's chosen career or
graduate school. The public thus reinforces the emphasis on
research, because faculty prestige is highly valued as a sign
of institutional fame. It is not only the graduate schools or
administrators who are to blame for the lack of emphasis on
teaching. Consumers reinforce this type of ethos (Astin 1985;
Policy Perspectives 1990a). One important force to effect
change, however, conies from adult learners, who are fast
becoming the majority student group. "These students intui-
tively ask the right questions: 'Is this course worth the time
I spend away from my family and other responsibilities?'
`Should I come again next week or forget it?'" (Polky Per-
VeCtiVes 1990a, p. 1; see also Policy Perspectives 1990b).

Accountability for students' learning. Insights on the
evaluation of students' learning focus on why not much atten-
tion has been paid to teaching. Should instructors know what
changes are brought about by their teaching? Should they be
accountable for students' failure to demonstrate the skills or
knowledge for which the course was intended? (Wilson 1982).
Tlwse somewhat rhetorical questions point to the problem
at hand: The professoriat knows very little about effective
assessment. And the ethical issue of unsupported claims is
involved: "Celebrating reason, demanding demonstration in
other realms, we shun assessment, shrug off the notion of
accountability, and willingly take credit for the fruits that sun,
soil, rain, and Providence have nurtured" (p. 277; see also
Stewart 1987).

Lack of rewards. While some evidence suggests that the
professoriat increasingly emphasizes teaching (Wycliff 1990),
the reward system in institutions of higher education most
benefits those engaged in personal development in their
respective disciplines. Further, little incentive or movement
is apparent toward changing the existing reward structure.
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Such change, even if it were warranted, would require strong
kadership on all levels of administration, common agree-
ment among peer institutions, and restructuring of graduate

education.
The rewards of reputation and promotion or service

through lucrative consulting are strong comrolling mecha-
nisms. They are goods external to the practice of schokirship
and are individual, doing little to promote the common good

(Maclntyre 1981). Some scholars decry the rewards of indi-

vidualism and the battles over requirements for distributkm
played out by departmental adversaries in full view of the stu-
dent body. Perhaps most damaging, because it presents a
model for work life to the student.i, is the faculty reward sys-
tem: "The greatest institutional rewards accrue to those who

are most successful in promoting their own professional status
and visibility" (Astin 1988, pp. 9-10; see also Carnegie Foun-
dation 199b, 1991b).

Ethical reflection on the role of scholar-discoverer
More often than not, scholarship in higher education is
equated with the function of discovery. While this hallowed
role is widely respected within academe and among the pub-
lic at large, increasing pressures are put on those for whom
discovety occupies an important place in their scholarly life

to redefine their primary interests. The role has shifted from
the scholar pursuing the truth to the professional academic
intent on economic support, advancement of a specialized

field of knowledge, and satisfaction of interest.

Research versus teaching. A criticism related to the shift
from the pursuit of truth to professional advancements is the
importance given to research as opposed to teaching (Shapiro
1990). Recently. presidents of leading reselrch universities
called for a "new paradigm" in university education to parallel

the great changes that took place at the end of the 19th cen-
tury (Grassmuck 1990). Broad institutional reform and a re-

assessment of mission are important ways of reducing the
pressures associated with the scholarship of discovery. A core

issue in the scholarship of scientific discovery is the respon-
sibility to the community for the accuracy of all research
( Bnxid 1991: !lilts 1991a. 1991b; Martin 1989). Knowledge
is a communal affair; it is not only a question of personal
integrity in the laboratory or being a role nu)del tbr students.

Broad
institutional
reform and
a reassessment
of mission are
important
ways of
reducing the
pressures
associated
with the
scholarship
of discovery.
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The researcher is in solidarity with a much larger community
(cf. Niebuhr 1963). Ultimately, the discoverer's responsibility
is to the principles of science itself. At the same time, it is
important to acknowledge that research is sometimes a sol-
itary activity that occurs as part of a communal project. Soli-
tariness gives added impetus to the need for the virtue of
integrity, which leads the discoverer to the practice of honesty
when no one is around (Committee on the Conduct 1989;
Rich 1984). The communitarian nature of projects can also
be an important contributor to virtuous conduct.

Ethics and scientific discovery. The U.S. Congress recently
established tile Office of Sdentific Integrity (OSI) at the
National Institutes of Health, charged with the investigation
of scientific fraud while avoiding policing. The agency inves-
tigates disputed data and acts as arbitrator of facts. Given the
thousands of federally sponsored grants and projects, relatively
few cases (15) before OSI have resulted in charges of mis-
conduct, a reinforcement of the belief in the scientific com-
munity that relatively few instances of fraud, plagiarism, or
theft occur (Leary 1991; Wheeler 19911)). While this belief
might be true, recent publications dealing with integrity in
research indicate great concern for honor in science (Asso-
ciation of American Medical Colleges 1982, 1990; Committee
on the Conduct 1989; Institute of Medicine 1989; Sigma Xi
1984). On the heels of the widely publicized fraud case
involving Drs. David Baltimore and Thereza Imanishi-Kari,
a panel of the National Academy of Sciences ha.s urged the
creation of an independent, nonacademic body to develop
investigative standards for misconduct, keep track of the
misconduct case, and press for ethics education in science
(Hilts 1991c).

It is no accident that research claims first attention for many
faculty. It yields money, time, travel, visibility, and an es-
teemed place in the pecking order of published researchers,
what has been called "goods external to the practice" (MacIn-
tyre 1981). The quest for these goods further erodes fidelity
to the intrinsic qualities of scientific discovery. The financial
return on patents resulting from projects could also be a
source of considerable conflict between researchers and the
administration (Chermside 1985a, 1985b; Crawshaw 1985;
Mangan 1987).
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Deceptive research: A question of ethics. In the social
sciences, belief in the overwhelming need to pursue research
could lead to the espousal of a special ethic based on role
differentiation that sets the anthropologist or psychologist
apart. Leon Festinger's research on cognitive dissonance is
a primary example. Did his research group have the right to
invade the privacy of those observed and, further, to lie to
them for purposes of obtaining their confidence? It is also
evident that such "value-free" research presupposes a set of
values concerning the importance of social science over
against a group's religious or social views and values. A util-
itarian calculus that privileges possible benefits over the rights
of those studied is the usual ethical criterion by which such
research is justified. But some do not believe that such intru-
siveness is justified (see, e.g., Bok 1983; Rich 1984; Robinson
and Moulton 1985).

Some will claim freedom for scientific inquiry as justifica-
tion for deceptive research. In research conducted within col-
leges and universities, this value is reinforced by the canons
of acr Jemic freedom and tenure and provides potent justi-
fication for those engaging in deception. The codes of sci-
entific societies are inadequate, and deceptive research can
be challenged on two grounds: the integrity of the research
itself and the dignity of those deceived (Bok 1983). Deception
can actually skew the study itselfa utilitarian argument
while Kant's categorical imperative supports the right to dig-
nity. Institutionally, the requirement that grant proposals
involving humans be approved by an institutional review
board puts a brake on deception through procedures requir-
ing informed consent and helps ensure that risks to human
subjects in relation to benefits are carefully weighed (Smith
1988). Public debate is now necessary for an issue transcend-
ing those that institutional review boards pre.sently face, for
example, the transmission of genetic changes through medical
therapies (Wheeler 1991a).

Discovery and governmental funding. Closely related
to issues of research is the role of the federal government in
ftinding university proposals and contracts. Recent disclosures
point to abuses in this area and add to the complex web of
ethical issues in higher education. Significant pressure is put
on individual faculty members to obtain external funding
(Brandt 1987). Explicit or implicit criteria for tenure and pro-
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motion, demands for external funding as a source of salary,
and competitkm with other institutions create an environment
leading to falsification of data in research findings. The ethos
of the college or university itself can obviate the moral free-
dom of the researcher, who can see no other course of action
than fabrication (Streharsky 1988). Given this pr;:ssure, it is
understandable that federal agencies have also seen the need
to develop guidelines to eliminate conflicts of interest on the
part of researchers (Wheeler 1989),

A correlative issue is the demand for compensation of over-
head written into proposals. While justification exists for reim-
bursement to the university for laboratory space, computer
time, and library resources, the amount of funds sought is
difficult to calculate and varies from institution to institution,
leaving room for abuse. The use to which these overhead
costs is put presents another sensitive moral problem.

Scandals associated with Stanford University's use of over-
head funds have prompted federal audits of other research
institutions (Ceiis 1991b). Government and university officials
agree, however, that blame is widely shared. Vague federal
regulations ate liberally interpreted, and government/uni-
versity audits have been virtually nonexistent (Cells 1991a).
The viability of many universities depends on continued fund-
ing through federal grants and contracts. This tight fit between
government and education symbolives the educational rev-
olution that began after World War II; it is also symbolic of
the responsibility of higher educatkm to the larger society.

Individualism versus the Movement
Toward Community
A principal concern or this report is to describe a moral dia-
lectic between the rigllts and responsibilities of the individual
and those of the conlnlunity of which he or she is part. In
some instances, differences between them seem antithetical;
in ()ther cases, tensions or apparent contradictions have been
resolved. The following discussion recapitulates the dilemma
and suggests insights into how me learning community can
act to manage it.

Emphasis on individual scholarship
A discussion or the academic profession puts a much-needed
emphasis cm the institutional context in which the scholar
works ( Dill 1982b). It is one thing to speak of wrifk as per-



sonal calling or vocation, hut whether a discernible academic
community or just an aggregate of individuals exists is equally
important. To what is the institution itself called, ark: can one
speak of a vocation for colleges and universities? Is a discus-
sion of values a purely personal matter for the "free profes
sional," a term used to designate the individualism of law and
medical practice, or are values a communitarian issue?

To put the question another way: Are professorial obliga-
tions solely to the scholarly research norms of the individual's
academic discipline, or are professorial obligations under-
stood as intrinsically connected with community norms of
teaching and service in colleges or universities? Education
especially lacks sensitivity to the moral and institutional con-
texts of professions (Nord 1990). 'leachers as teachersas
professionals rather than techniciansare obligated to have
the moral knowledg- necessary to participate responsibly in
public debate over educational policy" (p. 176).

Movement toward community
Teaching is essentially a communitarian act req'liriitg students'
cooperation (Adler 1990). Teachers mainly facilitate learning
by collaborating with stud.,2nts as "cooperative artists" who
aid the process of discovery by relying less on their own
authority than on the authority inhetent in their discipline.
Thus, a kind of community is formed, furtlwred because the
teacher is also a learner, a ludent along with the o.hers (Adler
1990). Parker Palmer's perception is that knowing and learn-
ing are communal acts that create a common ground. The
great teachers "stimulate active, not passive, learning and
encourage students to be critical, creative thinkers, with the
capacity to go on learning after their college days are over"
(Boyer 1990, p. 24 ). Another takes up the same theme, indi-
cating "a growing body of research suggesting that 'cooper-
ative learning' models-- -w!lere students teach each other or
work together on ioint projects-----are clearly superior to com-
petitive approwhes" (Astin 1988, P. 7). The pursuit of truth
is a pers(mal journey for the scholar, but the truths one arrives
at must be tested in the community. "An author becomes an
authority when others recognize that what he or she has
asserted or his or her own authority bears the ring of truth"
(St. , tuff 1982, p. 319). (See the linal section for discussion
of the learning community. ) At this point, we arc concerned
to establish r-w of me ethical assumptions on which it is
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based. Before doing so, however, it is important to note that
communitarian pedagogy resonates with concerns about

community in the larger American society (see, e.g., Be !fah
et al. 1985, 1991; "Responsive Communitarian Plattbrm" 1991-
92). "Tlw Responsive Communitarian Platform" is clearly a
response to the heightened individualism in U.S. society and
the concomitant erosion of concern for the common good.

The erosion of the core curriculum and the rise of the dec
tive system in the 1960s profoundly affected the learning com-
munity. Faculty were freed to teach their specialties; they had
little reason to discuss common courses or goals in a core.
lb teach well, however, demands a sense of intellectual com-
munity, "a common commitment of scholars to approach
learning as an integrative rather than a disaggregative enter-
prise. Just as good teaching stimulates students to learn from
one another, so must it grow out of a collective commitment
on the part of the faculty to be teachers and students to one
another" (Policy Perspectives1990a, p. 3), "It is a fluid process
of observation and interpretation, of consensus and dissent,
conducted within a br-flung community of seekers who agree
upon c( -rain assumptions, rules, procedures . (Palmer
1990, p. 12).

A paradigmatic case: Blending teaching with research
Intrinsic to good teaching is a critical orientation to the body
of knowledge studied. The educi.,tor does not simply pass in
truth. Interpretation of text and an understanding of the
method, context, or authoi's point of view demand a schol-
arship of research along with sensitivity to students' learning
styles. The passing on of a tradition is closely allied to the
critical spirit (Kimball 1986), thus blending with the research
required Of the skilled teacher.

A commitment to research entails a sharing of interpretation
with peers. They alone will validate Ow research findings.
Iiow the sharing takes place could be intradepartmental, but
a larger audience is necessary------the professional confereoce
or journal. While the connection between teaching and
research is logical, the problem, as presented in this section,
is the ;Amin that develops in competing obligations in tne
pressure( I (mvironment of contemporary higher education.
Though a correlati( n between miching and research exists
(Benditt 1990), for too many scholars and administrators



( responsible for the reward system), the research ha:, become
an end in itself divorced from teaching,

Consequences of effective teaching that relies on research
are the alteration of perceptions, that is, the shaping of char-
acter, and the increased ahility to imagine possihilitif
Because of the pc)wers of professors to effect these changes,
a balance must exist between the maintenance of neutrality
on important topics and the expression of the teacher's own
views to,students. Without this balance, manipulation can eas-
ily take place. Because of the danger of manipulation, some
consideration of the implicit curriculum is in order (see
"Future Directions for the Learning Community"),

Summary
The work in academic life, like any other kind of work, is
laden with values and has a moral dimension that em,:rges
from the ethical reflection characteristic of institutional sell
scrutiny. Work contributes to personal identity, has a s( dal
meaning, and is best understood as a vocation or calling
Prankena 1976; John Paul 11 1981). The scholar has consid-

erable power "to define reality" for and exercise control over
society in general and students in particular (Lehacqz 1985),
Students are vuliwrable before and unequal to the scholar;
trust must characterize faculty-student relationsh.ps. 1110-
mately. however, professorial knowledge is not proprietary
but communal, dedicated to the welfare of society through
the transmission and extenskm of knowledge (Pellegrino
1989 ).

The role of the scholar can lv cGmeived in four phases:
teaching, discovery, application, and integration, each of
which has its ( wn ethical asiz! mptions and problems. Often
the competing needs of thes t. roles cause conflicts for the
scholn telicher 'researcher. l'erhaps most urgent are the com
peting needs of teaching and research. In responding to these
pn.blems, the scholar mus', halance individual with group
realitk.'s and requirements. An important pedagogical concept
to ht.!lp achieve the balance is the learning community.
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ETHICAL LEADERSHIP

How does one confront the array of novel, moral issues that
arise as the universfty be«,mes more and more entangled
with the outsi4e world? l think that is something that pres-
idents have to pay special attention to, because they are cer-

yainly the most important line ofdefense in tri)ing to artic-
ulate the values of the institution . . . (Derek Bok, cited in
McMillen 1990, p. A20).

Such Itransformationall leadershtp Occus when one or
more persons engage with others in such a way that leaders
and folloum raise one another to higher levels of motiva-
tion and morality Theirpuiposes, which might have started
out as separate but related, as in the case of transactional
leadership, become fused. . . But transforming leadership
ultimately becomes moral in that it raises the level of buwan
conduct and ethical aspiration of both the leader and tbe
led, and thus it has a transforming effect on both (Eirns
1978, p. 20).

Leadership in Higher Education
Leadership in higher education has been an area of intense
scrutiny over the past several years as the debate over the
quality of higher education continues and the demand for
assessment of outcomes grows. Attention in the media to
increased incidents of racism on campus, to alleged tuition
and price fixing, to calls for reform in athletics, to allegations
of admissions quotas, to falsification of scientific data, and
numerous other issues exerts increxiing pressure on the lead
ership in higher education to deal decisively with the ethical
implicatk)ns of these issues.

Leadership can be simply defined as "the process of per-
suasion or example by which an individual (or leadership
team) induces a group to pursue objectives held by the leader
or shared by the leader and his or her followers" (Gardner
1990, p. 1 ). Leadership becomes "ethical" by serving the com-
mon good, by being responsive and caring of constituents,
and by working within a framework of shared beliefs con-
cerning standard- of acceptable behavior. Effective leadership,
whether contrasted with management (Bennis and Nanus
1985; Burns 1978) or combined with management (Gardner
1990), is distinguished by vision that creates focus, by the abil-
ity to grasp the "big picture" and communicate meaning to
develop commitment, by engendering trust, and by fostering
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the process of renewing values, goals, energy, and human
possibilities.

The distinction between transactional and transformational
leadership is that transactional leadership accepts and works
within the structure as it is, while transfohnational leadership
renews (Burns 1978). The transformational model of lead-
ership includes the creatkm of a vision, the :ecuring of others'
commitment to it, and, finally, the institutionalization of
change. Studies of leadership suggest that transformational
leaders have integrity and deeply held values as well as sub-
stantial experience (Dill and Fullagar 1987).11.ansformational
models focus on communicating values in a way that provides
meaning and empowerment to followers. Comparing the cul-
ture and experience of business to the needs of higher edu-
cation suggests a five-step process for developing transfor-
mational leadership: create readiness, overcome resistance,
articulate a vision, gmerate commitment, and institutionalize
implementation (Cameron and Ulrich 1986). This type of
leadership has the most relevance to the ideal of ethical lead-
ership with which this report is most concerned.

Leaders can serve as symbols of moral unity for their insti-
tutions (Gardner 1965). They help "lift people out of their
petty preoccupations" and get them to confirm that their
efforts remain dirLAed toward "objecti-es worthy of their best
efforts" (2. 12). Often this kind of leader seeks to extend
important opportunities for making decisions toward others
in the institution. The preference for shared governance itself
reflects a democratically based ethical assumption that simul-
taneously values the comribution of the many and the exec-
utive efficiency of the one.

Two organizational models clearly related co leadership
began to gain prominence in the 1980s and continue into the
1990s. The first, related to the emphasis on retrenchment and
reallocation (reducing faculty and staff and discontinuing pro-
grams, for example), focuses on strategic planning; the sec-
ond, borrowing from the study of business organizations as
cultures (Peters and Waterman 1982), emphasizes the impor-
tance of institutional culture (Peterson and Mets 1987). These
models, including an examination of the combination of the
two perspectives (Chaffee 1984), move the task of leadership
in the direction of a stronger presidential role. This role
requires skill in organizing and guiding decisions in two
areas: (1) making major decisions about the institutional mis-
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sion in the face of external and internal opportunities and
constraints, and (2) communicating a vision for institutional
direction that empowers constituents to work toward shared
goals. A classic study of leadership and organizational culture,
which analyzes three distinctive liberal arts colleges (Antioch,
Reed, and Swarthmore), suggests that a single leaderthe
presidentcan initiate change but that the institutionalization
of that change depends upon the senior faculty's commit-
ment; unusual, noteworthy, or seemingly unique visible prac-
tices; and, though less important, student subcultures that
become, through their voluntary acceptance over a long
period of time, believing supporters (Clark 1970).

Clearly, the moral and ethical vision of an institution of
higher learning must be promulgated and protected by all
its members. By virtue of their special position to articulate
and disseminate that vision, however, college or university
presidents must be pacticularly aware and committed to eth-
ical concerns. These requirements are especially important
in a learning community that, despite the often hierarchical
distribution of power within which it must operate, seeks to
recognize and value the multifarious voices of its diverse
prvulations.

The presidential role
The president, as leader, is accountable for all that happens
within the institution and assumes the obligation to provide
ethical as well as academic leadership. Leadership is a moral
act infused with a vision and a commitment to action. Every
action takenor not takencomeys information about the
values of the leadership. This axiom seems especially true
with regard to the routine interactions centering around how
presidents spend their tiLot.., the questions they ask, the reac .
tions they make to critical incidents, and their decisions as
to what or who gains rewaiJs (Kouzes and Posner 1987). The
president can set the moral tone of the institution by ensuring
that ethical issues are raised and discussed (Perlman 1990).
The president can help articulate the ethics of ethos inherent
to the institution.

Reflections on the need for an ethical dimension to the col-
lege presidency include the suggestion that presidents have
an "ethical imperative" to highlight the values and missions
of their institutions (Enarson 1984) and tht belief that the
moral authority of the president and the moral dimension
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of the university are connected with moral direction set by
the president (fancy 1984), In several essays, college pres-
klents and others speak of the need for personal courage and
for consistency in their own moral values and ethical stances
(Fisher and Tack 1988; May 1990).

Institutions with a strong positive ethos are led by indi-
viduals who clearly articulate the values expected in a demo-
cratic community, including a respect for and a responsibility
to others, a sense of justice and fairness, and the development
of both character and intellect in a caring community. The
leader must have a vision of the institution's ethical life and
then be able to "make it live in the imagination of all the
members of the community" (Grant 1988, p. 197).

The impact of leadership on an ethical issue is further illus-
trated in a description of two Catholic collrges with very sim-
ilar mission statements whose contrasting levels of commit-
ment and action by the leadership result in remarkably
different institutional responses to the issue of achieving
diversity ( Zingg 1991). In one instance, the leadership, rec-
ognizing both a need to remain viable and a commitment
to "building a pluralistic community," established strategies
from recruitment to commencement to accomplish its goals.
The a( ,ministration involved faculty in planning, encouraged
their support, and rewarded their efforts. In contrast, lead-

-hip at the other institution, although espousing the mission
to widerrepresented populations, chose to shelve an extensive
task force report by faculty and administrators that proposed
a master plan to address the challenge of diversity, citing it
as an "inappropriate starting point." Despite similar demo-
graphic environmcmts, representation by minorities at the first
college reached 54 percent; at the second college, the number
reached only 15 percent.

Sbared governance
Although the role of leadership is attributed to the president
within the college or university, the organizational charac,
mimic of an institution of higher education that differentiates
it from other organizations is the expectation tliat governance

shared responsibility. Multiple sources of leadership, such
as the Faculty union or ktculty senate leaders, need to be con-
sidered in the equation of poNver, and the characteristics of
academic work and the various campus constituencies must
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also he factored in. Literature on structures of campus gov-
ernance (Baldridge et al. 1977; Cohen and March 1974; Millet
1978; Mortimer 'and McConnell 1978) describes the distinctive
organizational characteristics of academic institutions, includ-
ing the often ambiguous and abstract goals, the desires ofpro-
fessional employees (faculty) and clients (students) for a part
in decision making, and their special vulnerability to environ-
mental factors.

Three models of academic governance have been de-
scribed: academic bureaucracy, the university collegium, and
the university as political system, with the leadership and man-
agement strategies implied by each (Baldridge et al. 1977).
The academic bureaucracy model is seen as hierarchical, for-
mal, and efficient, with the leader as the "hero" who possesses
technical problem.solving skills. In colleges and universities,
however, power is generally diffuse and goals often ambig.
uous; thus, the organization is vulnerable to environmental
influence. The collegium, or "community of scholars," model
is characterized by shared decision making, the professional
authority of faculty members, and more humane education.
The collegium manages by consensus, with its leaders con.
sidered "firsts among equals." This model often deals inade-
quately with conflict and the 'actual workings of the academic
institution. The political model focuses on the processes of
forming policy that encompass different interest groups with
diverse viewpoints. These processes involve negotiation, bar-
gaining, and external and internal influence and can offer use-
ful insights to the bureaucracy and collegium models. Leaders
in higher education would be more -curately described as
"academic statesmen" whose critical skill is the ability to lead
and facilitate the expertise of key administrators in the increas-
ingly complex work of the university, especially in the pro-
cesses of strategic decision making (Baldridge et al. 1977).

A study of patterns at 30 institutions representing different
types of campuses results in four models oT campus gover-
nance: the dual-organizational model, the academic com-
munity model, the political model, and the organized anarchy
nwdel (Millet 1978). The first three are equivalent to the
models Baldridge et al. (1977) describe. The organized anar-
chy model was originally described earlier (Cohen and March
1974). Here, the leader is seen as managing the institution's
activities by initiating or maintaining structures and processes
through intopretation and reinforcement of institutional cul-
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ture (that is, through the values and beliefs that organizational
members share). The model has been criticized because it
challenges widely held ideas about leadership.

This description emphasizes the presiC at's leadership role
and defines campuswide governance as an advisory process
distinct from the president's management role (Millet 1978).
Another approach discusses authority in academic gwernance,
including faculty senates, collective bargaining, and faculty
interaction, with administrators and students looking at dis-
tribution of authority and claims of legitimacy (Mortimer and
McConnell 1978). It argues that those concerned with gov-
ernance should look for ways to enhance joint involvement.
A comprehensive description of theories of leadership in
higher education suggests that leaders who use an integrated
approach to governance that employs more than one organi-
zational model might be more skillful in fulfilling the numer-
ous and often conflicting expectations of their position (Ben-
simon, Neumann, and Birnbaum 1989). This "cybernetic"
model (Birnbaum 1988) encourages more flexible responses
to administrative tasks because the leader is aware of the mul-
tiple realities in the organization, of differing interests, per-
spectives, and values, and of the need to maintain a complex
approach to administration. The usefulness of the integrated
model in the promotion of an ethos of community resides
in its emphasis on maintaining a creative balance among var-
ious organizational systemsbureaucratic, collegial, political,
and symbolic 'hiiis modyl has the potential for uniting an
increasingly diverse student body and motivating people with
conflicting value systems to work together with a common
purpose in an attni)sphere that encourages collaboration
and trust.

Institutional requirements versus faculty assumptions
Faculty expectations for involvement in decision making
could represent the single greatest ibstacle to directive lead-
ership (Bensimon, Neumann, and Birnbaum 1989). Knowl-
edge of academic governance and the facility to use multiple
administrative responses seem to characterize mi We successful
leaders.11w classic hierarchial, directive leadership rok col,
lege and tiniversity presidents have naditionally adopted
appears to he antitlieLcal to the creation of the ethos or com-
munity characterized by shared respolisihility lOr governance.
Faculty respond more positively to a leader who joins them
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in dialogm about ways to shape and realize a vision rather
than one who imposes a vision on them (Grant 1988).

Sociologists have analyzed the conflicts experienced by pro-
fessionals who function within Outside organizations (such
as scietnists in indusuy or doctors in hospitals). The profes-
sional is a master of a particular area of knowledge who is
thereby granted a certain measure of autonomy of action. The
institution to which these masters belong, however, often
seeks to regulate and control their actions for purposes of effi-
ciency and uniform quality. A conflict can erupt between mas-
ters, who might feel that they are best able to judge the value
and execution of their work, and business managers or direc-
tors, who must coordinate the efforts of masters within broad
organizational goals. The academic institution is an example
of an organization made up of professionals. The scholar's
sense of the value and importance of his or her research and
teaching sometimes conflicts with the college's or university's
need for measurement, accountability, and effectiveness. Con-
trasting characteristics of authority derived from an admin-
istrative position and those derived from professional
edge affect an organization's structure and decision-making
style ( Etzioni 1964): Administrative authority reF:Jes it a
power hierarchy, while professional knowledge is individual
and nontransferable. The conflict created by these differences
becomes more critical when it is necessary for financial rea-
son:; to justitY the continuing existence of an area of study
that for the individual professional is part of a personal iden-
tity system.

Practices of Leadership
Ccrtain behaviors appear to energize individuals to uncom-
mon committnent and to raise their level of ethical aspiration.
The vision of i college (r university (promulgated through
the tnission statement) presents a view of a realistic, attractive
ftaure that is better for the organization and the people in
it. Encouraging collaboration and teamwork empowers others
and enables them to act. Strategic planning is an approacl.
that encourages integrative solutions to conflicting goals.

Creating the vision: The mission statement
Leaders articulate a vision and giN L.! direction to their insti-
tutions ( Bennis and Nanus 1985; Fisher 1984). This articulated
direction in higher education is based on and emerges from
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the institution's mission statement. The mission statementis to the college or university what the "capstone" moral phi-
losophy course was to the 19th century curriculum: the syn-
thesis of all that the institution stands for in higher education
(Sloan 1980). The mission statement implies responsibility
to fulfill specific educational services for the constituency
identified to benefit from these services. The institution's dis-
tinctive qualities (such as resources) or particular commit-
ments (such as meeting the needs of hearing-impaired indi-viduals at Gallaudet College) are specified to attest to the
institution's capability to achieve its stated goals. Rethinkingand revising an institution's mission statement can afford a
critically important opportunity to discuss its essential values,
to discover what tensions might exist among the stated aspi-
rations and those in practice. Such a process can be part of
strategic planning or of a process called a "values audit" (dis-
cussed in detail in the final section). Any process of this
nature requires wkiespread discussion among all constitu-
ents, a process of "community conversation" about priorities
in values.

The organizational saga and the telling of purposes and
proclamation of ideals that reflect the culture of the college
or university provide a historical and mythical context for a
mission statement (Clark 1970). Values are delineated in the
mission statement as a response to questions about purposes
or ends that transcend the segmented goals ofcourses or
majors. Shared values derived from the mission statement
communicate the meaning and significance of the organim-
t ion. They foster strong feelings of personal effectiveness, pro-
mote high levels of loyalty to the institution, facilitate con-
sensus about organizational goals, encourage ethical behavior,
and promote strong norms about working hard and caring
(Fisher, 'Pack, and Wheeler 1988). Leaders who are clear about
their values and whose behavior consistently reflects theirvalues make a significant difference in an organization.
"Before students can become concerned about and commit-
ted to equity and social justice, they must hear people talkingabout and acting on these issues" (Barr and Uperaft 1990, pp.86 87). Getting people committed to common goals is oneof the leader's most significant strategies. Tlw process can be
encouraged by using the shared vision of the mksion state-ment to fo,aer collaboration, to build trusting relationships,
and to seek integrative solutions (Kouzes and Posner 1987).
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Empowering others: Collaboration and trust
Collaboration as an approach to organizafion has gained newimportance in higher education. Collaboration connotes amore intense relationship than cooperation and implies a rela-tionship among equals pursuing a goal of mutual interest(Barr and Uperaft 1990). The idea of collaboration amongthe varkms constituents of institutions of higher educationstill faces strong natural barriers because of the lack of clearlines of communication in the organizational structure andbecause of the traditional individualistic nature of faculty.

Major issues in both higher education and society, however,foster through nece.ssity an increased reliance on collaborativeefforts on the campuses.
Increasingly, college and university presklents are movingtoward a leadership style emphasizing relational interaction

involving collaboration and empowerment of everyone's
potential. Peter Likins of Lehigh University speaks about thepositive consequences of "managing less," of believing that"it's less critical to manage administrative details efficientlythan it is to put our hearts into our missions, . . to he a littlemore creative, a little less structured" ( (,'mnide1990).'Rust is an essential element of organizational efkctiveness.it could be the most basic value in an institution of higher

education, because without it no sense of community is pos-sible (Sanford 1980). The fOundatkm of a trusting relationshipis believing that the other person has integrity. The leader'sbehavior, meeting commitments and keeping pronlises, ismore critical than any other person's in determining the levelof trust that develops (Gardner 1990). Such a conditkm is nec-essary to promote the process of ethical reflection and the'analysis of value judgments and assumptions used in the process of making decisions. "lf participants are really to disagreeor to analyze their own and each other's value judgments andassumptions, they have to trust one another.' (Brown 1990,p. 185 ). The apparent lack of trustworthiness,
hcrwever, is lesslikely to be related to the presence or absence of this chatacter trait and more often attributable to a system of some-times conflicting requirements for the roles of faculty and

administraRws.
The challenge for leadership is to search out innovativeopportunities fiw collaboration among campus constituentsand to support efforts that might have an effect on increasingthe level of trust. James Liney, president of Emoly University,
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asserts that the structure of the academic environment in the
past supported personal ethics but that the current system,
beset by the pressures of specialization and the lure of com-
mercial success, must he reconstituted to foster moral dis-
course. He cites examples of means that exist to encourage
dialogue about fundamental questions, including "final lec-
ture" series, freshman seminars led by faculty and adminis-
tratkm, interdepartmental courses on global issues, and uni-
versity committees to address issues of a moral nature on
which the academy should take a stand, such as divestment
and sanctions against South Africa (Laney 1990).

Modeling the way: Integrative solutions
Searching for integrative solutions requires identifying what
others want or need with clarity to satisfy the concerns of var-
ious constituents, It requires purposeful consultation and
active listening to diverse opinions to encourage incorpora-
tion of differing views and sharing credit for solutions. Mul-
tiple agendas exist in which some will "win" and others will
not. Ethical decision making will be enhanced by using moral
imagination to consider all those who have a stake in the out-
come (Smith and Reynolds 1990). If leaders espouse the
importance of collaboration, then they need to structure
opportunities for it to occur.

Strategic planning is one process that offers an opportunity
for the faculty, administration, staff, 4nd students to work
laboratively and constructively with conflicts in values. The
beginning point is an understanding of the reality that dif
ferent interests, perspectives, and values are represented and
that an appreciation and respect for the fundamental intel-
lectual values of the faculty professionals, for the values nec-
essary for institutional effectiveness and overall integrity, and
for the needs of staff and students are required.

"Strategic planning is . the process of developing and
maintaining a strategic fit between the organization and its
changing marketing opportunities" (Kotler and Murphy 1981,
p, 471). The steps for the institution to follow include analysis
of the external environment in the present and the probable
future, determination of the institution's major msources, for-
mulation of goals, formulation of a strategy based on cost-
effectiveness, a necessary change in the organization's struc-
ture, and design of systems of information, planning, and con-
trol (Kotler and Muiphy 1981). A study o 14 small private
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colleges dealing with financial decline pr..z,ents two models
of strategic management: the "adaptive" strategy model, which
compares the organization to an organism that changes prod-
ucts and services to survive, and the "interpretive" strategy
ritcxM, which sees the organization as a changing ,z,ocial con-
tract that requires meaning, credibility, and commitment to
survive (Chaffee 1984). The most resilient institutions are
those that follow a combination of the two, with interpretive
steategies guiding adaptive strategies (Chaffee 1984).

Strategic planning is participatory and highly tolerant of
controversy. a is an active, outward proem that focuses on
keeping thk: institutional vision directed and oriented to the
future. The process is synergistic, offering the possibility of
discovering mediating values and integrative direction:. which
can then be creatively articulated in plans that can be spec-
ified and programs with assessable goals at each organiza-
tional level by the individual units in the institution. These
plans and programs are then "owned" by those who deter-
mined them, based on the commitment of their energy and
abilines anu the resources allocated to them.

Ethical Decision Making
Situations of moral responsibility occur within the institutional
nAes of most, if not all, members of the campus community
and are generally met by acting with others honestly, fairly,
respectUly, and consistently. The increasing complexity of
the k;nds of issues presented in this report, however, with
their miiltiple agendas and competing claims, creates a real
dilemma in reaching the "right" decision. A brief revkw of
three models of ethical decision making provides a frame-
work for addressing, if not completely solving, these chal-
lenging issues.

Ethi :al decision making results from the act of reflection;
to he effective, it must he a legitimate part of the everyday
pnwess of making decisions. ( .ertain conditions prepare the
environmelit for individuals to share their own value judg-
ments, to consider opposing views, and to make the best deci-
s:on possihle: the empowerment of the process itself and the
individuals participating in it, trust, inclusion of relevant stake
holders, the flexibility of role and positional stance, and depth
of inquiry, that is, asking the right questions (Brown 1990).

The rwocess of rational and moral decision making to he
used in conjunction with a set ot 'academic principles of
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responsibility" includes a proposed code of professkmal eth-
ics for the academic community that involves personal, pro-
fessional, systemic, public, and politic.al principles (Reynolds
and Smith 1990). Within the coltext of this code, the first step
in making a moral decision is to define the concrete ethical
issues, as not all issues have moral dimensions (instead, they
could he primarily policy or legal issues, the responses to
which can he more clearly spelled out). The second step is
to review imaginatively the alternatives for resolving the issue.
Conversation and discussion of the ethical issues at stake can
generate a range of possibilities to be considered. The third
step is to carefully consider each alternative in relation to the
academic principles outlined as well as any other set of values.
The fourth is to check the proposed solution against one's
intuitive moral judgment, imagining oneself in the position
of those individuals who will he affected by the decision. If
intuitively the proposed solution matches the judgment from
the third step, it is likely to be an informed ethical judgment.
If not, review of the second and third steps might be in
order. Finally, one must act on one's best deliberative judg-
ment. This type of ethical reflection also aids one to articulate
clearly the ethical issues nd the reasoning behind the deci-
sions made.

In contrast with this model, another model of ethical rea-
soning describes the process of ethical decision making as
having two distinct levels (Kitchener 1985). The first is intu-
itive, based on prior experience with ethical situations and
similar to a "common-sense" response. (Intuition is a!so a
pan of the decision-makiw; process outlined in the preceding
paragraph.) When ethical issues become more complex, a
sec( ind level of decision making c()tild he ne;:essarr the crit-
ical evaluative level involving, in a hierarchical fashion, ethical
rules, ethical principles, and ethical theory (Kitchener 1985)
see Beauchamp and Childress 1979 or Nitchener 1985 for

a discus.,-ion of the level of ethical theory).
Ethical rules ;ncliide c odes of conduct that apply to pro-

fessional practice, similar to the academic principli2s fOrmu-
lated lw Rcynokls and Smith, which assist a responsible per-

in making an informed judgment Ethical codes are
generally developed by professional groups and organiz.ations
and f011ow a lewl model, including both expected and pro-
linited behaviors. Codes can be used as teaching tools, as
;( method of sodalizatkm of new pmfessionak to the values
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and standards of the specific professioil and as a guide for
practical situations (Winston and Dag ley 1985). In many cases,
the codes become insufficient becaus,2 ;:f Omissions or con-
tradictory advice, such as that arising from responsibility
both to the individual and to the employing institution. In
these cases, ethical principles can provide a rationale for
decision making.

Five ethical principles are particularly relevant for higher
educatk)n: respecting autonomy, doing no harm, benefiting
others, being just, and being faithful (Kitchener 1985; see also
Beauchamp and Childress 1979):

1. Ropecting autonomy means respect for the rights of indi-
viduals to make their own decisOns, even if they seem
to be mistaken, as long as the actions do not infringe on
the welfare of others. This principle is especially relevant
in situations involving advising, where individuals giving
guidance need to be aware of the student's right to an
independent decision. The principle of autonomy is also
related to concerns for the rights of selideterminatkm
and the First Amendment, of increasing concern on col-
lege campuses. Autonomy is also tied to the concept of
competence to make a dedion. Competence is difficult
to evaluate, but such an assessment could be necessary
in w(vking with college students, addressing such factors
as age, mental status, alcoholisal, or drug abuse (Kitchener
1985). The consequence of decisions, if critical or life
threatening, must be weighed in considering competence.

2. Doing no harm, or nonmaleficence, refers to both psy-
chological and physical harm and applies to policies and
procedures of institutkms as well as individual acts. Psy-
chological harm is more difficult to define and document
than physical abuse. Institutional j-mlicies and actions can
afkct an individual's feeling of self-worth or his or her
oppiniunities for advancement.

3. Benditin,q otherc, or beneficence, is the obligation to
actively promote die health and welfare of others,
prindple is an acknowledged goal of' institutions of' higher
education and the professions that work within it. The
intent to benefit, however, could conflict with the prin-
ciple of doing no harm. If the potential for harm exists,
"the ethical responsibility lii25 in finding the greatest bal-
ance of value over disvalue" (Kitchener 1985, p. 23).
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4. Being just is to treat individuals fairly, especially when the
rights of one indivicival or group are balanced against
another. The paradox in this case is that justice does not
mean that all persons should be treated the same. Special
consideration might be necessary when some have not
had equal access, such as in affirmative action programs
or special accommodations for the physically disabled.

5. Being faithful is central to all helping professions, involv-

ing the core issues of trustworthiness, keeping promises,
and being truthful and respectful. Faithfulness implies
a special ethical obligation when two parties to an agree-
ment are unequal in maturity and/or power, for example,
between a student and faculty member or a student and
the institution. Vie more powerful party has the obligation
to go one step farther to ensure fairness and understand.
ing with regard to the less powerful party. In an organi-
zation, the nurturing of trusting relationships is essential
to the support of communication and the accomplishment
of goals. The honest, straightforward presentation of infor-
mation, the clarification of what is possible and what is
not, and the following through on commitments together
represent more than an ethical exercise: The assumption
of these ethical criteria constitutes a highly effective way
to lead an organization.

These five principles serve as ethically consistent, relevant
guidelines--not absolutes--upon which ethical actions and
decisions can be based. They would be overturned only by
stionger ethical obligations, related to doing the least amount
of avoidable harm.

A recent discussion of ethical issues and administrative poli-

tics asserts that, while this model lends itself to some admin .

istrative areas, it is not as helpful when political issues are
involved (lIperaft and Poole 1991). "Ikvo potential conflicts
are involved: individual values versus institutional values, and
professional expectations for sound administration (manage.
ment) versus moral leadership. A need exists to identify the
moral dimension of a situatkm to understand clearly the ori-
gin of choices to be made and Jlow the political and moral
aspects of a decision to inform each other (Uperaft and
Poole 1991),

The conceptual framework places the individual and com-
munity on an axis that is intersected by another axis consisting



of the distinguishing factors of management and leadership
( 11paaft and Pwle 1991). The first quadrant contains admin-
istrative skills like managing time, the iecond defines com .
munity relationships like recognized 01)1 iga0ons and agree-
ments, the third identifies personal values related to
leadership, including courage, moderatioi., prudence, and
responsibility, and the fourth contains community values as
described by Boyer ( 1990): justice, openness, discipline, and
caring. The value of this model is to identify the ethical impli-
cations of a deciskm to clarify the basis for compromise about
conflicting issues. All three models provide useful frameworks
for the act of reflection necessary to make an ethical decision.

Summary
The role of leadership of the college or university is attributed
to the president, who has the obligation of ethical and aca-
demic responsihility. The organizational characteristic of
higher education institutions that differentiates them from
other types, however, is the expectation of shared governance.
Successful leadership in higher education requires the ability
to use more than one organizational model to respond to dif-
ferent situations a1.id multiple realities. Collaborative efforts
that encourage dialogue, an emphasis on the shared values
of the mission statement, and the creatkwi of an atmosphere
of trust all contrihute to integrative processes and solutions
( in the process of strategic planning, for example).

ltsing the values expressed by the mission statement and
ethical retlectkm as resources in deciskm making can pos
itively affect the college's or university's response to problems
presented by instituti(mal functkms and societal forces. Insti-
tutional functions like assessmmt, development of institu-
tional funding, intercollegiate athletics, and admissions
require firm direction to tirike the values of the mission state-
ment operative in decision making. Societal forces, including
demographic and enrollmelt trends and economic and social
trends, hring hoth possihk disruption and/or opportunity.

Modek of ethical dLcision making help inform the practice
of successful leadership in the fiice of ever-increasing com-
plexities in higher education. The models have in common
the process of defining the issues, making decisions by re-
aewing alternatives based (al intuitive evaluation or on ethical
rules and principles, deciding whether to carry out the action,
and then implementing it using the hest deliberative judgment.
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STUDENTS' DEVELOPMENT AND THE CAMPUS CLIMATE

Students are important to the character of the institution
in that ay.)) are the material for much of its work. . . . They
cow u,ith personal inclinations and then informally relate
to one another in patterns that uphold dick preckspositions

alter them. As a result . . . the student body becomes a
tnafor force in defining the institution (Clark 1970, p. 253).

Discovering an Ethical Dialectic
The culture of an institution of higher educatkm reflects the
values and practices of its external environment, the institu-
tkin's history and organizational structure, and the attitudes
of faculty, students, and administration. Ideally, the college
or university environment should be stimulating, challenging,
and rewarding, both intellectuallylind personally. At times,
however, it can seem inhospitable or even hostile, especially
for many of the more than 50 percent of swdents who leave
before graduating. Certainly, the environment can seem daunt-
ing even k)r those students who persevere to receive degrees.
This section fmuses on students, whose rapidly increasing
diversity in preparation, behavior, age, values, and attitudes
poses a tremendous challenge to faculty and administration
to respond in a way that fosters learning and competence in
and out of the dassnxim, The relationship between students'
attitudes and values and the environment that supports or
challenges them stands as a complex and dynamic dialectic
of confirmation and rejection affecting the ethical positions
and choices of both the individual and the institution.

Bringing their attitudes and values w-ith them, incoming
students interact with peers, faculty, and the institutional
authority structure to k irm new cultures and subcultures or
to reshape existing ones. Social structures and relationships
have powerful potential for enhancing ethical behavior
(Brown 1985; Gilligan 1982). The strength or distinctive
nature Of the instittiti()nal ethos, the size and complexity of
the institution, and the leadership and influence of individuals
within the institution all affect the values and interests mini-
fested in the campus climate and the overall effect of the col-
lege experience on students. These influences extend to stu-
dents' involvement in curricular and extracurricular activities
and their rdationships and interactkm with faculty, other stu
dents, and administrators. 'die relationship between these

tint elements of the elhical dialyct lc remains dynamic.
with each intluen,ing and being influenced by the other. The
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concluding portion of this section describes specific ethical
dilemmas, including racism, sexism, substance abuse, and
academic dishonesty, and reports on several studies that seek
to address them from the perspective of community,

Theoretical Models for Assessing
Students' Development
Research indicates that interaction between faculty and stu-
dents in and out of the classroom is a primary factor in stu-
dents' learning (Pascarella and Terenzini 1991). The ethical
dimensions of these itwractions are addressed in the con-
cluding section; this section briefly surveys a range of devel-
opmental studies that provide theoretical support for that
ethical inquiry. These theoretical investigations provide
numerous examples of the ways in which even a superficial
knowledge of the development theory of students can aid
faculty in responding to students' increasingly diverse needs.

Today's educators must acquire a broader knowledge of
the patterns of late adolescent development to positively influ-
ence individual students' growth and achievement and espe-
cially the subsequent development of a mature ethical self-
awareness. Such knowledge is essential for the establishment
and maintenance of a learning community environment. The-
oretical models can help educators to assess differences in
growth and development and in educational milieus. Models
al,,o help identify how the interaction of these conditions
affects students' subsequent devekTment, either positively
or negatively. Extensive knowledge of formal theory, however,
is not necessary for positively affecting students' devdopment:
It is just as important that educators and administrators have
a broad kmmledge of students' developmental characteristics
to read cues from students and select strategies and tools to
influence most effectively their growth and achievement. It
is especially important to be knowledgeable about gender
and cultural-ethnic differences in cognitive and psych()social
development. Research in these areas over the past 10 years
has particular implications for college teaching, educational
policies, and student aff*s programs and services.

As a prelude to an ethical analysis of students' growth and
achievement, this subsection presents a range of developmen-
tal theories using cognitive and psychosocial models with
which to discover and assess basic issues of students devel-
opment. These theories help provide the data and analysis
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for which ethical assumptions and opinions must account.
Major reviews of the research and theories on late adolescent
and adult life span development constitute the knowledge
base of students development (Creamer and kssociates 1990;
De !worth, Hanson, and Associates 1981, 1989; Knefelkamp,
Widick, and Parker 1978; Pascarella and Terenzini 1991;
Rodgers 1980). While a complete description of each of these
areas is beyond the scope of this report, a summary descrip.
tion of some of the most useful models and a summary of
the more recent work to examine questions of difference
resulting from gender, cultural-ethnic factors, and age pro-
vide an awareness of the wide variety of information avail-
able to educators.

Cognitive developmental models
Cognitive developmental theories attempt to describe the way
in which individuak use thought processes or internal logic
to make sense of their experiences. The use of these theories
to promote learning derives from the fact that students at dif-
ferent stages learn best in different environments. These learn-
ing processes develop in response to one's interaction with
the environment, and, in time, they gain in complexity. For
students, cognitive development is affected by the balance
of challenge and support they perceive in their environment
and experience. Of particular relevance to this report is
research that has included (luestions of knowing and valuing
( Kitchener and King 1981; Perry 1968), moral development
(Gilligan 1982; Kohlberg 1969, 1984), and faith development
( Fowler 1981; Parks 1986).

Intellectual development. One scheme of intellectual
devek)pment posits nine positions or stages, which are com-
monly grouped into four general categories: dualism, mul-
tiplicity, relativism, and commitment in relativism (Perry 1968;
cE Kitchener and King 1981). This work suggests that students'
views of knowledge, which nmve from simplistic to complex
through a series of developmental stages, determine both the
peiveptions of the teacher's role and the students' own roles
as learners:

1. Onalism. Students answer intellectual questions based
on external givens and view their task as one of finding
and learning them. They have little capacity for handling
conflicting points of view,
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2. Mithip Students acknowledge a plurality of points
of vk'w but have no established criteria to evaluate one
a7,:iinst the other.

3. Re lath's:mi. Students recognize knowledge ati re'ative and
contextual ;ind are able to think in complex an analytic

Knowk!dge is disconnected from "rightness," how,
pos:;,ibly causing confusion and feelings ofalienation.

commitment in relativism. Students accept a pluralistic
view of knowledge and begin to act in terms of personal
choke and commitment (Perry 1968).

MCAVii development. While this theory seeks to explain cog-
Mu' and ethical growth, another model focuses primarily
on rooral development. A theory of hierarchical stages hm
been deveioped to demonstrate how individuals reason about

issues and decisions (Kohlberg 1969, 1971, 1972, 1975,
19;;1;-i 1981b, 1984). The theory distinguishes three levels

developmentpreconventional, conventional, and
po,or 0141'mi/owland attributes two stages of reasoning at
e;t :,2vel (the sixth stage was later dropped because of an
;!;sence of empirical evidence to support it). At each stage,
ihe primary concern is with the principle of justice. At the ear-

s:ages, a sense of justice is based on the physical conse-
quences of the violation of rules and the satisfaction of one's
own needs. At the second level, the expectations of others
are recognized, and behavior is guided by a need for approval.
Respect for authority enwrges as necessary to maintain the
social order. At the final ievel, internalized moral principles
guide actions OT) the ba.,js of a social contract that acknowl-
edges equality and mutual obligation.

Moral development and gender. Some of the most recent
work in cognitive development theory has centered on ques-
tions of differences in cognitive structural development result-
ing from gender. The best.known theory in the area of gender
difference is the discovery ofa form of moral reasoning (Gil.
ligan 1982) believed to be difkrent from that described earlier
( Kohlberg 1971). The latter study discusses "a different
voice"- ---the "care voice"----and emphasizes the relatkmships
between people and a concern for preventing psychological
or physical harm. Kt Allberg's theory, on the other hand, de
.scrihes what can be called the -justice voice" in its emphasis
on impartial analysis using rules and principles of fairness.
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All men and women use both voices, but everyone prefers
one voice over the other. Most, but not all, women (about
80 percent) prefer the care voice, add most, but not all, men
(about 70 percent) prefer the justice voice (Gilligan 1982,
1986; Lyons 1983).

Perry's scheme was normed on male students. A seven-stage
scheme for describing cognitive development in women is
based on the belief that different themes exist in women's
ways of understanding "self, voice, and mind" (Belenky et
al. 1986). In this scheme, cognitive development begins in
silence, the first stage, and moves in the second stage to
received knowledge, listening to the voices of others for guid-
ance. In the third and fourth stages, concerned with subjective
knowledge, women hegin the process of listening to an .inner
voice and to defining themselves by relying less on external
expectations. Stages five and six, the stages of procedural
knowledge, are those in which women learn to use reason
in defining these positions and develop a preferred mode
of !earning, either separate knowing or connected knowing.
The final stage, analogous to Perry's commitment in relativism,
is that of constructed knowledge when the knower becomes
part of all that is known.

The implications of these distinctions are important: It
could be possible that most college teaching, educational
policies, and student affairs programs favor one way of know-
ing over another. Care-voiced individuals, for example, seem
to preter collaborative discussion instead of competition and
learning by listening to each other, rather than classes struc-
tured around dominance and subordination.

Faith development. A six-stage conceptual framework based
on theological and psychological perspectives and the analysis
of life stories can be used to interpret the development of
faith, that is, the human necessity of composing meaning or
a sense of the whole of life, the need to answer questions of
how life really is (or ought to be) and what has ultimate value
(Fowler 1981). It uses seven aspects of the capacity for faith
at each of these stages to interpret the ongoing restructuring
of faith in the direction of greater adequacy.

An elahoration of this work (Parks 1986) specifically con-
siders faith in young adults by reexamining the minsitional
dynamics between the third and fourth stages: the shift from
assumed, conventional faith to a critical, self-aware faith. This
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model relates cognitive development (using Perry's scheme)
to the development of affect using the concept of depen-
dency, the development of community or the network of
belonging, id the development of forms of faith as reflected
in the Micring images of God. Higher edncation has a role
to play:

If higher education is to initiate .young adults into a self-
conscious, realistic appraisal of the courage and costs of
knowing, the institution must embody in its policies, prac.
tices, and prevailing attitudes a clear affirmation of the
frustrations, fears, losses, confusions, and sometimes despair
that can disorder the self on the journey toward truth (Parks
1986, p. 151).

Psychosocial developmental models
Psychosocial models of development emphasize the impor-
tance of specific developmental tasks, issues, and events that
occur throughout life and the individual's subsequent man-
agement of them. This type of development is significantly
influenced by the interactions that take place heiween indi-
viduals and their environments, because the stimuli and chal-
lenges resulting from these interactions bring about change
or growth.

Chickering's model. A major assumption of Chickering's
model is that the central task of college students is the "estab-
lishment of identity" (1969). He describes the devekTment
of identity by postulating seven vectors of development that
involve the student in a process of differentiating and inte-
grating thought and behavior (cf. Erikson 1968). The term
vector is used to indicate direction and magnitude (though
direction is conceived of as spiral rather than linear). The
seven vectors are achieving competence, managing emotions,
developing autonomy, establishing klentity, freeing interper-
sonal relationships, clarifying purposes, and devekping integ-
rity, The college environment is seen as a source of potential
support and challenge for development, with the student mas-
tering various issues. The model also suggests a sequence
of devehpment that can help with the design of programs
that "fit" students' neds.

Gender Issues. Much of the research in ps, -hosocial devel-
opment in the past has focused on the devek ipment of white
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males. More recent research focusing on the developmental
processes of women has revealed certain differences in
gender, and gender-related research on women has addressed
the sources of feelings of mastery and pleasure (Baruch, Bar-
nen, and Rivers 1983), the development of autonomy (Straub
1987; Straub and Rodgers 1986), and the development of
identity (Josselson 1987). Research specific to men ranging
from their twenties to forties has considered development
in terms of socioeconomic class and urban and rural envi-
ronments (Farrell and Rosenberg 1(:31).

The notable conclusion for educators based on the research
on mastery and pleasure in w6men's lives is the variety of
psychosocial patterns that resulted in their feelings of well-
being (Baruch, Barnett, and Rivers 1983), principally in terms
of achieving competent skill in a job that held high prestige.
The main sources of pleasure were relationships with families,
friends, or work colleagues. An implication of this rc--:...'arch
is that the devekTment of instrument!ll and emotional auto:1.
omy (Chickering 1969) during the ege years is especully
important for women in later aduk:kx id, because t veriden-
tification with spouse or children (de(ining self in terms of
others) makes many women feel !Aerable e.speCally if
either is lost.

The study of men (Farrell ilk.1Roscnberg 19i,:1) argues for
the need to deyelm interc:tions for awn in the college years
in the area of interpersmaltelationybtps, esrixially to face
the emotional cfises of middle agc. ,:;ficn work often becomes
less important than ihtetpersonal t%flatc,'Irilips. The collep
years are critical for developinb, ..apacikies for free and intimate
personal relationships (('hicl.crinp 1069), but for men, the
formation of identity thr(Ait4h as,;;Imptions and expressions
of autonomy is sodety's i.1omlivnt expectation, often leaving
interperso:ial ,inresclvol A possible antidote might
he powerfid of c;,.etng and bek)nging delivered dur-
ing the colk-gt. ;:ears and ui institutional invitation to sub-
scriliv to ;Ti chic c.1': are (Kuh et al. 1991).

:ind girls glow up in essentially different cultures, even
same ':.,usehold, where women speak a language of

-Imec'don .ind intimacy and men a language of status and
;Ilck-per ,!,mey ( ilirmen 1990). Boys tend to play in large, bier-
archic.ally structured groups in which high status is achieved

,nipetitively by taking charge. Girls play in small groups and
'.tve a best friend, and intimacy, cooperatkm, and being liked
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are important. As adults, men tend to engage in the world
as an individual in a hierarchical social order, trying to achieve
and maintain the upper hand, preserve independence, and
avoid failure. Women, on the other hand, are part of a network
of connections, seeking and giving confirmation and support,
preserving intimacy, and avoiding isolation. The result of this
knowledge should be to develop an awareness of these dif-
ferences and learn how to "interpret" them rather than at-
tempting to change either style.

Cultural and ethnic issues: African-Americans. Socio-
cultural influences are important considerations in under-
standing and assessing psychosocial development, Research
on the psychosocial development of African-American stu-
dents (Branch-Simpson 1985), for example, has identified
some areas of overlap with Chickering's vectors. Special fea-
tures of the psychosocial development of African-Americans
include prominent religious and spiritual dimensions and
the more pervasive influence of the family and extended fam-
ily on African-American students. African-Americans pass
through five developmental stages:

1, Preencounter The stage during which an African-American
identifies with the European-American woddview, includ-
ing an emphasis on assimilation into the white world.

2. Encounter The stage when an experience (or collection
of experiences) forces an African-American to rethink his
or her understanding of African-Americans place in the
world and a reinterpretation of initial views.

3. Immersion-emersion: The stage during which an individual
first searches for a sense of self (immersion) in the world
of blackness and begins to control his or her experiences
(emersion) in that wcirld.

4. Internalization:A later stage wherein several outcomes
are possiblerejection of anything of value that is "not
black," fixation at the third stage, or superficial internal-
ization, a sense of satisfaction with self and interest in dis-
cussion and plans without concomitant action,

5. Ink,rnalization-commitment: The final stage wherein an
individual intentionally commits to active reform in his
or her comnlunity (Cross 1971, 1978, 1985). (This stage,
however, might not actually he differentiated from the
other stages [Helms 1990].)
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Eight noncognitive variables are crucial to the SUCCeSS of
African-American students: positive seq.-concept, realistic self-
appraisal, management of racism, demonstrated community
service, preference for long-range goals over the immediate
gratificatkm Of needs, availability of a strong support system,
successfull leadership experience, and nontraditionally ac-
quired knowledge (that is, knowledge gained outside formal
educational settings, particularly in culturally relevant areas)
(Sedlacek 1987).

Other ethnic and cultural populations. Ethnic groups
and cultures other than white and Afrk-an-American require
developmental analyses that satisfactorily account for their
special differences. Assessment of psychosodal development
is extraordinarily complex, because it is multidimensional,
interacts with intellectual processes that are also dynamic and
changing, and depends on social and cultural contexts. The
increased diversity of today's college student population
points to a need to devise effective models and methods to
ensure that individual differences will be recognized and
aklressed. Further development of ITI easuivment tools and
methodokigies will add to the knowledge of psychosocial
development, hut at present it is vitally important for all edu-
cators to he aware of the complexity and heterogeneity of
the colkge student population and to recognize that indi-
vidual subgroups cannot be viewed through the same per-
ceptual le.

Recent :eoretk.al reviews related specifically to groups
based on ethnicity, gender, age, and sexual orientation give
some attention to programmatic implicatims for these dir
terent groups alid the importance of enhancing interaction
among peers ( Moore 1990: Wright 1987).

AsianAmericans have certain cultural values that can affect
their integration into the higher education community (Chew
and Ogi 1987). "Fheir comparatively strong sense of humility,
restrained emotional expression, total devotion to family, and
traditional view of women as commodities can result in mis-
understandings. Their so-called status as a "tamred minority"
and stew( ityping as math and science whizzes can also lead
to Wings of isolation and resemment.

The Ilispanic population has grown rapidly in recent years
vet continues to lag in educational achievement. Many His-
panic students feel pressure and guilt over chuiosing a hfc-

Institutions
need to
develop ways
to adapt to the
student rather
than the
student to the
institution.
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style that emphasizes assimilation and relinquishing their cul-
tural identity over becoming part of the larger society while
maintaining cultural identit, (Quevedo-Garcia 1987). In fact,
most Hispanic students identify with their family's country
of origin and resent being grouped into the general category
"Hispanic." Characteristically, most are very loyal to their fam-
ilies and communities. These choices produce major devel-
opmental challenges in the establishment of personal identity.
Recognition of these characteristics has led to programs, such
as orientation and special award ceremonies, that aim to draw
parents and family into the students' life at school.

Native Americans represent a relatively Anal! ,ninority of
college students. Typically, they delay entrance into college
and experience difficulty in establishing relationships with
members ot non--Native American populations or identifying
with aspects of the college community (LiCounte 1.987). Insti-
tutions need to develop ways to adapt to the student rather
than the student to the institution (Tierney 1991). "Instead
of helping the student become integrated into the main-
stream, we need to help our organizational participantsfac-
ulty, in particularbecome oriented to their students" (p. 39).

Internatkma! students are another population whose cul-
tural and ethnic backgrounds influence their developmental
experience. In addition to the usual developmental tasks, for-
eign students must also master those necessary to manage
successfully in a new and different national environment. Per-
haps most urgently, they must learn to function in an essen-
tially alien environment in a language in which they are often
only marginally proficient. Most problems ac,sociated with
interpersonal relationships, social adjustments, and housing
seem to be associated with difficulties in language (Lee, Abd-

and Burks 1981). Peer support is especially helpful in
overcoming these obstacles, and many institutions sponsor
dubs and organizations that represent different national
gn nips on campus.

Remise of the stigmatization of hointisexuality, research
on gay and lesbian students and subsequent programmatic
implications focus heavOy on counseling and psychothera-
peutic applications (see Journal qf Counseling and AlPel-
opment 1989). Even this re-wch is just beginning to he
accepted and Mtegrated into training for counselors ( Iasenza
1)89). For college students, whether of traditional age or not,
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wrestling with an identity that at best is not accepted and at
worst is vilified can lead to deep confizion and panic, and
these students might choose individual help from mental
health professionals and hoped-for invisibinty (Martin 1982).
Increasingly, and lesbian students are openly forming
organizations and demanding recognition. Thesc students
have reached higher levels in their formation of sexual iden-
tity and higher levels of self-acceptance.

Finally, adult learners (students over the age of 25)---once
termed "nontraditional"form the majority of part-time stu-
dents, whk'h overall is the fastest-growing population in
higher education (Fischer 1991). Their developmental needs
and tasks are considerably different from students of "tradi-
thniJ' gC. A common chamteristic of adult learners is.their
"transitional" status, comprised of three components---"mov-
ing in," "moving throligh and "moving on" (Schlossberg.
Lyndi. and ',:hickering 1989). Adults move in by adopting a
realistic sense of what to expect from th ,. college experience.
They move through by participating in experiences that help
them integrate their educational with their personal lives. By
graduation time, adult students move on by contet.iplating
their next moves. The concept of "mattering" in this context
meam. that students n';..ed to feel that they reeeive attention
from scaff, faculty, and peers who care about them and appre
date tneir adult staws (Schlossberg, Lynch, and Chickering
1989). A sense of mattering to an institution enhances a stu-
dent's involvement in the le:zrning process, benefitins r,wdent
anu institution alike. Services like orientation, academic advis-
ing, and career munseling can be designed to address the
special transitkinal needs of adults.

Addressing Vahes: Ethical Issues and Dilemmas
The increasingly complex and s-rions issues facing higher
education argue for the pursuit of an ethical environmem that
consiswntly asserts thc importance of human dignity, no
Niles growth and achievemem, and insists on re.1)ect in inter-
personal communications and relations. ievel of ethical
functioning of faculty and administration has a direct effect
on the le).'e1 of ethical nctioning that 3tudents demonstrate
or attempt R) achieve. nstances f nacism, sexism, homopho-
bia, substance abuse, academic dishonesty, and so on are
especially likdy to occur in tfnvironments that do not maintain
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this respect for interpersonal communication. Across the coon-
tiy, institutions of higher education are amending codes of
student conduct, responding to the pressure from variou.s con
stituencies (k.riislators, the publ, the courts, students and
Parents aS consumers, fiw example) and to the increasing pub-
licity about sexual abuse, alcohol 'abuse, crime on campus,
and incidents of racial, gender-based, or rehgious intolerance.
Although they are not reverting !o the previous doctrine of
in loco parentis, which the courts continue to reject, colleges
and Hversities are moving away from the freedoms !,,ranted
to students in the 1960s (Thoma.s 1991). The role of the
higher educatkm professkmal is to gain an understanding of
the institutional context of these concerns through an ethical
analysis that clarifies issues and highlights interconnectedness
and social responsibility.

Racism
The issue of racism on the college campus is complicated
by (and at times a reflection of) the nature of race relations
in the 1..!..ated States and the expect', ion that institutions of
higher education have a resp(msibility to promote the ctml-
mon good. The ethos provides a clear statement for students
of what the institution values and maintains students' expec-
tations that directly affect their development, attitudes, and
responses.. In certain instances, however, as in the case of rac-
ism on campus, a disjunction exists between f6rmal policy
and individual's or groups' pers'eptions and beha -iors. Accep-
tance of the fact of institutional racism in the structtr,. and
process of the institution can be difficult for many members
of the higher education c(ninunity.

Five elements of organization iniltience universities' pol-
icies and practices, present examples of institutional racism,
and suggest organizational changes that c dl have significant
positive impact (Chesler and Crowfoot 1990, based on Terry
1981): MiSSiOn, culture, power, structure, and resource. , Some
suggestions for institutional change include the generation
of plural definitions of excellence- in research, te,Thing, and
service ( mission), advancement of scholarly epistemologies
and curriculii that embrace woddviews and knowledge of dif-
ferent cultures (culture). provisions for minorities for access
to decision-making areas (power), the alteration of patterns
of interaction to promote collaboration across existing groups
and organizational boundaries (structure), and the prmision
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of spaces that are comfortable and supportive for the gath-
ering, collaborating, and celebrating of underrepresented
groups (resources).

Comprehensive organizational change is required to com-
bat racism, not just "image management" techniques, which
typically result in sensitivity training sessions, multiple meet-
ings and task forces, and the appointment of a special minor-
ity affairs person. The way to motivate permanent and sig-
nificant change is to redefine self-interest to factor in the cost
of institutional racism to the organization and the potential
gains and rewards for the organization by overcoming it
(Chesler and Crowfoot 1990).

Other work (Ascher 1990) suggests that institutions of
higher education experience three stages, which are neither
automatic nor irreversible, to improve equity. The first stage
is a reactive response to pressure by minorities, with results
similar to those of "image management" (that is, basically
superficial changes to the existing power base for the pur-
poses of rhetorical efficacy). In the second, strategic stage,
planning is better coordinated, with greater emphasis on out-
reach and programs (particularly through the division of stu-
dent affairs) to deal with mentoring, transition, and cultural
celebration. Finally, in the integrating stage, institutional lead-
ers promote the faculty's involvement and curricular change
for all students, recognizing and valuing multiculturalism as
a strength of tl.:! institution. A number of programs involve
peer training and peer-initiated activities and interventie
examples of the second, strategic stage (Dalton 1991). T -e

efforts create more opportunities for contact and interv-
among different racial and ethnic groups on campus to k oun-
teract incidents of bias by promoting awareness and appre-
ciation of racial and ethnic differences.

Freedom of expression
The issue of free speech has been hotly debated on many
campuses. Some institutions have attempted to address so-
called "hate speech" with carefully worded guidelines that
do not impinge on constitutionally protected freedom of
expression. As yet, public institutions whose statements have
been tested in court kive not met this stringent requirement.
Some private institutions have prohibited bias-related speech
and the appearance of outside speakers on campus based on
interpretations of their mission statements.
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A number of arguments have been advanced in favor of
the free expression of ideas in a community of learning that
are combined with clear and concise standards of behavior
that foster the common good. One author, for example, calls
for "an open community, a place where freedom of expres-
sion is uncompromisingly protected, and where civility is
powerffilly affirmed" (Boyer 1990, p. 17). Restrictive codes
are not the answer; instead, institutions should "define high
standards of civility and condemn, in the strongest possible
terms, any violation of such standards" (p. 20). This issue is
a very clear example of an instance where models of ethical
decision making as described earlier provide a framework
for making a difficult and probably compromise deciskm.

The campus climate for women
Women constitute over half the undergraduate student pop-
ulation and masters' degree recipients (Pearson, Shavlik, and
Touchton 1989), yet their experiences on college campuses
continue to be very different from men's. On the positive side,
great progress has been made: Among all women (students
and academic proL!ssionals), women now receive 34 percent
of all PhD. degrees; they account for 38 percent of law school
graduates, 30 percent of new medical school graduates, and
21 percent of new dental school graduates; over 300 women
now serve is presidents of colleges and universities; and
women make up 27 percent of all faculty. The number of
courses in women's studies ks risen to some 30,000, and
increased attention has been paid to sexual harassmert and
date rape. On the negative side, discrepancies in salary still
exist at every level; women hold only 12 percent of college
and university presidencies (though the rumber has doubled
in the last 15 years); 40 percent of undergraduate women
report experiencing sexual harassment from male students,
faculty, and staff; and the inckience of eating disorders is
increasing (Leonard and Sigall 1989).

Negative outcomes for college women, such as the decrease
from freshman to senior year in grades, career aspirations,
and sellesteem (while these factors increase for nwn [Ilan
and Sandler 19821), could be related to a climate that con-
tinues subtle discrimination against women. These subtle
forms Of discriminatkm ("micro. inequities"), tit( se evoyday
behaviors that discount or ignore and have a (1,..tr1mental effect
on a woman's self-esteem, include sexist humor, sexual
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harassment, interruptions in meetings or discusskms, lack of
attentiveness and covert dismissal, confusion of social and
.?rofesskmal roles, and exaggerated focus on appearance
(Bogart 1989). The most disturbing evklence of a negative
climate, however, is the increasing number of acquaintance
rapes and sexual assaults and the continuing attitude that
blames the victim for provoking the encounter.

Sexism, like racism, is ail institutional issue, and several
conditions are necessary for change to occur:

I. Strong institutional leadership hy the chief executive
officer:

2. The presowe on campus of ulle or more women uho
are catalysts for change;
ormal and informal networks of wonwn to identify

problems, set priorities, and develop newprograms,
4. An invrall strategk plan for institutional change (Bogart

1989,

One hundred and fifty programs and policies have been iden-
tified that address specific needs of women and can be
adapted by other institutk)fls (Bogart 1984). Some of them
include plograms to encourage faculty to integrate new schol-
arship on and by women into traditional aciidomic disciplines;

variety of efforts to increase opportunitie, and role mokl-
cling for women students in science, mathematics, engineer-
ing, husiness, and computer sciences; development of'
leadership promoted through prizes, (opportunities for men
torship, and fOcusc o.! aining; eftOrts to hire, grant tenure to,
and promoite women; zind the establishment of equitable
salaries. Other programs address issues in admissions, finan
cial aid, comitinuing education, comnseling, support services,
and sexual harassment. But basic institutkmal changes in hoih
structure and process are required to create an environment
where women will thrive.

One suggestion that protnotes progress toward universal
c.galiuirianism and consists of a series of live ideas requires
no net financial cost tO ;In intititlaion (k(Ave 1989. ) he first
is familiar and required ;IS i precondition of the other four:

bisic commitment to equality and appropriate action in that
direction by the top administratiom. Specifically, leaders nmst
talk and write about diversity 'mid publicly affirm its priority
in higher education [ciders must hold staff accountable for
affirmativeliction and equal ooportunity policies and
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empower them to recruit and mentor members of under-
represented groups. The other four ideas include:

1. One-to-one recruitment, in which everyone takes the
responsibility for bringing a woman or minority to campus
as new staff or faculty member, speaker, or student;

2. The integration of responsibilities for mentoring into per-
formance evaluations and the expectation of collaboration
by senior and junior colleagues;

3. Networks of women administrators, faculty, staff, and stu,
dents that are directed hy senior administrators to identify
problems, set priorities, and develop new programs, ;,,nd
are maintained as the personal responsibility of members;

4. Complaint systems that function formally and informally
to deal with feelings, to give and receive data on a one-
to-One basis, and to coumei and solve problems to help
the complainant help himself or herself.

Alcohol use and abusc
Despite the continued presence on campus of drugs like mari-
juana and LSD and other hallucinogens (see, e.g., Dodge
1991), alcohol remains the drug of choice for college stu-
dents. The majority of college students continue to consume
and abuse alcohol on campus, despite alcohol awareness pro-
grams and, in many states, a legal drinking age of 21 (Gon-
zalez 1991). College students who drink excessively expe-
rience a variety of consequences, including hangovers, driving
under the influence of alcohol, missing classes, fighting, and
vandalism (Engs and Hanson 1988). Studies involving frater-
nity memhers indicate that approximately 90 percent drink
at social gatherings (Kodman and Sturmak 1984) and that stu-
dents living in Greek houses are more likely to abuse alcohol
than those who do not (Globetti 1988). A recent study at the

iniversity of Florkla comparing samples of students from
1983 to samples in 1988 shows little positive change in overall
consumption of alcohol, knowledge about alcohol, and
alcohol-related problems, despite an increase in educational
programs (Gonzales 1991).

Alcohol abuse is an area where simple hand-aid approaches
have failed and where clarity in defining the issue is still lack-
ing. External societal influences are contradictoty, because
a general lack of agreement exists in this country about what
constitutes responsihle alcohol-Telated behavior. The response
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of a class of students at the University of Vermont to statistics

about alcohol use and abuse at their institution indicates their

belief that an institutional effbrt with a perspective on values

is required (Burrell 1990). Students suggest several steps (in

additk)n to common educational programs and nonakoholic

alternatives):

1. Integrate issues on alcoholism into prryects and group

discusskois in required couiws.
2. Thisure that faculty, staff and administrators act as

positive role models by treating th e ismw of alcohol abuse

seriously and by eliminating ijokes1 about students'

drinking. . .

3. Initiate intensive and comprehensive education for stu-

dent personnel admimStrators that stresses the clarifi-

cation of the enhancement of self-esteem, and

the effects of akohol abuse.
4. Implement harsher rules and regulations pePtaining to

alcohol use among students, including greater emphasis

On class attendance, the attendance by .freshnwn in a

short, for-credit course on alcohol infwmation and it,
effects, and tough campus policies on alcohol use, r

c/ally in residence halls (Burrell 1990, pp. 562-63).

These ideas, without explicitly stating so, imply the need for

institutionally sanctioned and pr('rmued opportunities for

interconnectedness. effect pcsiti.ve change, all members

of the campus community must devekrp an understanding

of the issue and accept the social responsibilit, "')r determin-

ing the specific drinking behaviors that are acceptable in that

environmentan example of ervhasizing shared values to

build community responsibility.

Academic dishonesty
Concern about the level of students' academic integrity is

increasing as reporis anout the frequency of cheating and the

general acceptance of cheating increase. Informal poll., indi-

cate that a.s many as three-fourths of the student population

On campuses today admit to some form of academic fraud
(Gehring, NlIss, and Pavela 1986). Code.s of academic integrity

are assumed to be knowr vritten and are mit promulgated

and emplttsi /ed as critically ituportant to an academic envi-

ronnwnt. Also on the rise are the number of incidents of pla-
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giarism perpetrated by public figures, from a U.S. Senator and
presidential candidate to university presidents. Cases of the
misrepresentation of scientific data have also increased.

Once again, an ethical dilemma needs to be amroached
from the perspective of increased communication and empha-
sis on shared values for the community. Clear definitions of
the bounds of appropriate behavior for all members and
groups in the community are required to achieve a common
understanding of academic integrity. Specific suggestions for
complete definitions and reviews of areas of possible dis
agreement are available (see, e.g., Fass 1990; Kibler et al.
1988), along with procedures for due process.

In addition to forging clear definitions of academic integrity
and provisions for due process, a consideration of the envi-
ronmental factors that affect the level of cheating on a par-
ticular campus should be considered. Some colleges and uni-
versities have a long-established history of honor codes,
whereby students pledge not to cheat and to turn in fellow
students when they suspect cheating. lb a large degree
because of the strength of the institution's culture, these codes
work, except perhaps in instances like collaborative study,
where definitions might be less clear. Tlw large majority of
institutions do not have these codes, however, and their stu-
dents come from diverse backgrounds that might or might
not have (Inphasized the importance of academic integrity.
Students are under pressure to succeed to get a good job or
to go to graduate or professional schools, and they have
grown up in an era involving scandals and corruption by pub-
lic figures, corporations, and private citizens.

Clarifying the relationship between clumting and grades
and tests and changing aspects of the institutional climate will
provide more meaningful options for sponsoring academic
integrity than by simply blamMg the "lapsed' moral standards
of today's students. Stu'lents are mow likely to cheat under
certain conditions:

Students frequently report that cheating increases when stu-
dents perceive tests or grading procedurc,s to be union;
wIdcm instructors are viewed as inattentive and inaccmible,
uhen papers are not read and graded carefully or uhen
studews perceive a twy high ler vl of cheating on the part
of their clavmates (Fass 1990, p. 180).
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Faculty can follow a number of suggestions for discouraging
cheating, such as informing students about institutional pol-
icies regarding academic honesty and carefully explaining
what they mean, avoiding the use of the same examinations
over and over, and being present and attentive during exam-
inations (Gehring, Nuss, and Pave la 1986). Whatever methods
are used, a strong commitment to the highest standards is of
paramount importance to an academic community. "Academic
honesty can be learned and taught in an environment in
which these issues are discussed openly and continuously"
(Pass 1990, p. 182).

Summary
Thy community of men and women on today's campuses face
increasingly complex problems that warrant ethical assess-
ment. The ethical situation of the academic environment must
be addressed on at least two basic and interrelated fronts:
individual development and institutional climate. The dyna
mism inherent in the dialectic between these agents allows
for subtle or overt change. Theoretical models for understand-
ing students' development help to provide faculty and admin-
istrators with the data they need to make policy decisions to
help direct students into the community of scholars and to
make them feel welcome there. If this adjustment can be
effected, students' learning can be enhanced and the mission
of the institution realized.

The personal and social destructiveness of racism, sexism,
and academic dishonesty, as evidenced by the endemic over-
use of alcohol and other chemical substances and by the bru-
tality of rape and other forms of sexual harassment, can be
managed-- if not entirely overcome----only by the successful
inauguration of a community in which ethical and moral
values are reasonably clear and consciously accepted by its
constituency. The final section describes such a comnninity
and indicates how it can be established and maintained.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR THE LEARNING COMMUNITY

When we destroy the community of scholars, dehumanized
teaching and learning are 1.)e. result. We will build commu-
nity in these places only if we see that performance at the
expense of corimandy is' no achievement at (Palmer
1977, p 25).

Introduction to the Learnin; Community
This report frls st ggested the growing support that the con.
cept of the karoing community has gained from scholars,
many i.iflAPOrti 'IOW view it as essential to the processes and
Fonctions '.,3her education (Boyer 1987; Gabelnick et al.
1990; Iht:+'od 1991). Many professionals believe that the
goals of at.:,,-,inistrators, scholars, and students are best accom-
plished ir, community.

Perita!,s the increased interest in community on today's
caw!' es is the result of the prevalence of such problems
as al Jholism and other forms of substance abuse, sexism,
lac m, and a breakdown in traditional social values (Joseph-

i!Astitute of Ethics 1990). In response to these problems,
Ampus life is now seen as playing a pivotal role in higher

..!ducation, one that cannot be divorced from the curriculum.
The erosion of c ,mmitments to teaching and learning is
clearly related to a decline in the quality of campus life (Car-
negie Foundation 1990). In assessing the values and ethics
of higher education, both campus and curriculum are integral
to the moral life of colleges and universities. Community is
an in oortant way of bringing both dimensions of higher edu-
cation together and providing a goal toward which admin-
istrators, faculty, staff, and students should work.

Foundations of Community: Strong
Culture, Distinctive Ethos
Culture in higher education is understood as "the collective,
mutually shaping patterns of norms, values, practices, beliefs,
arid assumptions that guide the behavior of individuals and
groups in an institute of higher education and provide a frame
of reference within which to interpret the meaning of events
and actitms on and off campus" (Kuh and Whitt 1988, pp, 12--
13). A strong culture enhances the institution's mission. It is
also 'd source of the institutional ethos, understood as "an
underlying attitude that describes how Faculty and students
feel about themselves . . comprised of the moral and aes
thetic aspects of culture that reflect and set the tone, character,

Many
professionals
believe that the
goals of
administrators,
scholars, and
students
are best
accomplished
in community.
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and quality of institutional life" (Kuh and Whitt 1988, p. 47).
Culture and ethos are related: A strong culture enhances the
distinctiveness of the institutional ethos.

Culture and ethos provide the foundation for building com-
munity, reflecting both a capacity for relatedness and an epis-
temology that gives rise to a morality on which ethical reflec-
tion is brought to bear (Palmer 1987). The capacity for
relatedness between knower and known is possible only
within a spiritual realm; it is predicated upon love, which in
higher education means love of learning and love of learners
(Carnegie Foundation 1990).

The assessment of ethos, culture, and community reflects
a relatively recent approach to ethical analysis. The resolution
of cases through the use of normative theory was the method
used in applied and professional ethics for the last 15 to 20
years. This abstract, deductive approach to ethics, however,
rests upon a more fundamental view of the moral life. "This
view articulates a different conception of the role of 'theory'
in ethics. Here theory is not so much a body of general prin.
dples as a search for a connected view of things [that] devel-
ops in close relation to concrete cases and experience" (Sul-
livan 1990, p. 190; see also Palmer 1983). This ethics reflects
on custom and characterthe ethosand how they affect
the quality of human life.

The search for a connected view of things poses a question
about what values are found in the daily practices of institu-
tional life. Practices reveal what a group believes. These
behavioral manifestations ( in then be held up to normative
scrutiny. For example. it is more productive to study the rate
at which African-American athletes graduate than to pass a
resolution in the university senate decrying racism on campus.
The empirical data on graduation rates clearly indicate insti-
tutional commitment to educating diverse student bodies
(which does not, of course, negate the need f)r academic
institutions to take stands on racism).

The setting for community
The stronger the culture, the greater the potential tbr a dis-
tinctive ethos characterized by honest self-awareness, empa-
thetic responsiveness, internal coherence, stable resiliency,
and autonomous distinctiveness (Kuh and Whitt 1988, citing
fleath 1981). A study of colleges with high faculty morale
points to these charactedstics, indicating that such colleges

eti



also have a strong sense of community (Rice and Austin
1988). They tend to be relatively small, religious.oriented lib-
eral arts institutions with firm theological foundations. Each
has a distinctive organizational culture, participatory leader-
ship, organizational momentum, and faculty identification
with the institution. Institutional practice is clearly in line with
institutional preaching in these colleges. Values are integral
to their identity: "They say what they do, in very clear terms
then, do what they say" (p. 53; see also Gaff 1989).

The diffirult challenge presented by these success stories
is that they are not representative of the variety of institutions
in higher education in the United States. Are small, private,
religious institutions the only ones that can practice what they
preach? That is, are they the only schools that can exist as val-
uing, or learning, communities? What Jut secular public
and private universities or compreh 'e colleges with large
faculties and student bodies? Are they capable of developing
a strong culture, distinctive ethos, and sense of community?
Do not their very size and competing interests perforce create
a bureaucracy and a sense of impersonality that prevail over
the capacity tbr relatedness that characterizes community?
Does not the heterogeneity or diversity of faculty and student
class, race, and ethnic and religious background challenge
community building? These questions go to the heart of the
matter in higher education; indeed, they even exceed the
domain of academia and have relevance for understanding
the nation at large. Campus concerns about diverse popula-
tions, a more inclusive canon, and the goals of higher edu-
cation are microcosmic reflections of the larger issues of
values in a heterogeneous society shaped by a plurality of
values and opinions. Little doubt exists that size, heteroge-
neity, and pluralism pose challenges for the establishment
of a learning community.

Small size characterizes those institutions that challenge
the dominant values of the higher education system through
their emphasis on the intellectual or learning community
(Astin 1985: Kub and Whitt 1988). Many of the schools in Rice
and Austin'', study (1988) are religious in origin. The religious
tradition, in these cases the Christian one, impels institutions
to search for meaning and transcendence, a move away from
the search for survival, market share, and competitive edge.
It is a challenge to the dominance of the academic community
as well. Survival is not a trivial matter; however, it would
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appear that a distinctive mission and culture will do more to
aid survival than a direct focus on survival, a thesis supported
by management theory (Newton 1986; Peters and Waterman
1982; see also Frank! 1962 for a philosophical foundation to
such theory).

The development of students' talents depends on the abilityof the institution to involve the students in the various dimen-
sicns of classroom and campus. Institutional size is the only
roource correlated to the development of this talent, andit is found in an inverse relationship (Astin 1985). This con-
clusion underscores the importance of the small liberal arts
college as a setting for the learning community but also
as a model for all institutions of higher education (Brene-man 1990).

Difference and diversity among students
A case in point is the recent tendency on a number of cam-
puses for racial and ethnic groups to separate themselves fromthe community at large. While group solidarity can provide
individuals with a supportive environment, they often are
exclusive and might reject the presence ofoutsiders. In such
instances, the development of strong institutional culturescan be impaired, and no defining and encompassing ethoswill grow.

Diveriity, however, need not result in social isolationism.
Berkeley now has a minority enrollment of more than 55 rwr-
cent. No racial or ethic group dominates at the university, and,
according to Troy Duster, director of the Institute for Social
Change at I3erkeley, this fragmentation "might lead to a social
transformationa society without a dominant group, capableof working in the multicultural world economy that is now
forminW (DePalma 1991b, p. 7). Duster concludes that it is
no longer a question of "how you can be like me" but "how
we can understand each other."

While diversity is the great ctiallenge to community in
higher education, it also indicates new social realities that will
confront students upon graduation. As a result, one cannot
simply walk away from community because the student pop-ulation is so diverse. It is a priority on the national agenda
that cannot he ignored in higher education, one that mustbe pursued as a moral imperative _lespite the distortions pre-sented in the popular press and the conservative right underthe rubric of "political correctness" (D'Souza 1991; Genovese



1991; Schlesinger 1991; Woodward 1991a; see also (.hange
1992). The incorptwation of a multicultural perspeoi've has
had a significant, though varied, effect on the curriculum, yet
die canon is in place, demonstrating the important place
diversity has assumed on campus (Levine and Cureton 1992).

'llw colleges in the study of high faculty morale (Rice and
Austin 1988) combine particularity with openness. While vul-
nerable students receive support and a sense of belonging
from men.bership in discrete affirming groups, these orga-
nizations have the potential to lead to tensions on campus
and to set groups apart. A diverse studeitt body challenges
students both to affirm uniqueness and to reach Out to One
ant idler (Carnegie Foundation 1990). The educational goal
of building a just society is not in the firr distance, however.
It is a goal that requires careful construction of a curriculum
that. tit the one hand, opens students to other communitic,
as weil as their own yet, on the other hand, brings critical
reflection to hear on all gnaips while enlivening the c()m-
munities of which they are members (Clayton 1992).

A diverse student hody can also influence programmatic
and institutional policies to hire a similarly diverse faculty.
'Ilw Department of Educatittn recently indicated that .standards
of diversity can be appropriate to groups that accredit spe-
cialized academic pntgrams, such as the Accrediting Council
on Education in journalism and Mass Communications, as
oppcised to groups that accredit institutions, such as the Mid-
dle States gn nip (Jaschik 1991). Such a dual approach, how-
ever, can lead to conflict within an institition. Suppose the
journalism and mass communications accrediting council
imposed standards for diversity amoiig faculty in an imtitutkm
prohibited by its regional accrediting agency from imposing
t1iese standards. Not only would die viability of the communi-
catit His pnigram he in doubt: What message would be con
veyed to SURIents ahout academic ix tlicies toward minorities?

The affirmatit WI of community is based on the belief that
academe must emphasize specific shated values, maintain
a commtin sense of directk in and vision, and keep a passion
that is fOunded ni an epistemology of relatedness between
knower arid known. Often this affirmatk wi seems in doubt.
The quest for learning and knowledge has been replaced by
concerns for "basic survival, market share, kmdl mmpetitive
edge" ( Rice and Austin 1988). Academic excellence often
means a published ktculty and national reputation-----fame,
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size, and wealth (Astin 1985; Carnegie Foundation 1990; Pas-
carella and Terenzini 1991), not necessarily an expansion of
the knowledge base (Schaefer 1990). Students are strangers
and guests in all too many institutions, a pathetic reality (Che-
ney 1991; see also Wilson 1991). Community is central to the
goals of higher education (Parks 1990). The loss of transcen-
dent meaning began during the 18th century Enlightenment
(Parks 1990; see also Sollod 1992),

The Learning Community versus the
Academic Community
The commitment to powerful intercultural relations and an
ethos of connt.ctcdness characteristic of the learning com-
munity appear at odds with some realities of the academic
community. The academic community has tended to accord
more privilege to research than to teaching, intellectual spe-
cialization than to broader forms of inquiry, and hierarchical
rank than to more democratic relationships. The tendency
in the academic cominunity is for individuals to give alle-
giance to One's Own discipline, not to colleagues from dis-
ciplines across the broaler intellectual community. The intel-

lectual community (Warch 1990), on the other hand, bears
resemblance to the learning community.

The academic community and allegiance to one's disciplbe
are not the only factors to (onsider in trying to understand
that environment (Tierney 1988). The culture of the institu-
tim plays a central role in determining whether academic
communities will dominate over the broader, intellectual
community. Ascertaining the normative values of the insti-
tution therefire becomes imperative if the members are to
examine their corporate identity and to make informed deci-
sions about continuity and/or change in their institutional
life. (Strategies for ascertaining these values are offered later.)

'Me tendency mad fragmentation and isolation in liberal
arts colleges is chillenged by _le objectivism of the acade,nic
community and by advocating the relational epistemology
of the learning community (Palmer 1983; Parr 1980; see also
Association of American Colleges 1991). Advocating the learn-
ing community does not deny the value of research and pub-
lication, but they must be seen as goods internal to the prac-
tices of higher education (Burroughs 1990; Holly 1990;
Machnyre 1981), which benefit the community. It research
and publication lead to tenure, economic security, and pres-



tige, such external goods can erode the integrity of the prac-
tices themselves, External goods not only ove:'',Ie students'
learning, a primary internal good of higher education, hut
also raise questions about the quality of the research itself.
If the research is not done primarily to expand the knowledge
base but for extrinsic reasons, the research is vulnerablc tu
manipulation arising from extrinsic motivation. Anxiety and
reward could shape the interpretive framework guiding
research irkquiry.

Idealism and Intentionality in the
Learning Community
Many see the development of community in higher education
today as a response to a loss of direction and to disciplinary
isolation (Carnegie Eoundafion 1990), It is viewed ati a move-
ment away from the pervasive individualism that exists in con-
tinuous tension with community in the United States (Bellah
et al. 1985, 1991). Yet how can community be effective in a
highly complex system representing not so much cultural
pluralism that tends to value a range of opinkm and expe-
rience as this strong strain of indMdualism that does not? In
other words, how practical is this ideal of community?

The ideal community
Evidence of shared values among the various constituencies
in higher education suggests the appropriateness of the com-
munity ideal.Yet it is certainly not the interdependence char-
acteristic of family life; the intimacy and affectivity of blood
ties are not the stuff of campus life. We should ,iew instead
collegiality in decision making, caring attitudes on the part
of the thculty, and the profound influence of roommates and
friends as principal interpersonal traits of community higher
education, These relatkmships, at least in part, are what make
higher education such an appealing calling for administrators
and faculty; they are also a source of personal growth for stu-
dents and of nostalgia for graduates.

Students and the student life staff comprehend how per
vasive the learning experience is, especially for undergrad
lutes, Faculty, when they distance themselves from their dis
ciplines, krkm that learning takes place on catnpus in diverse
ways, in unexpected situations, and througli personal expe-
rience. Cognitkm and affectkm go hand in lrand on both con-
scious and unconscious levels (Morthtt 1989), This learning
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is not only about ideas and how to think, but also in many
situations contributes to the individual's personal devek)p-
ment (Bok 1990). Keeping the campus honest is not only
about ethics and values in the elmsroom; it is also about char-
acter and civic virtue: responsibility to and for others during
the academic experience in preparation for life-long social
responsibility.

The learning community, then, is an kleal-type, a utopian
image that informs the search for meaning in higher educa-
tion. titopian images are not luxuries, available only during
times of a balanced budget. klealism challenges the law of
the jungle in higher education: the struggle for survival in
which college is pitted against college, demanding hard-noF2d
realism and bottom-line thinking as guidelines for educational
policy. The image of the learning community 3eems to many
to he a necessity, not a luxury.

Challenges to the ideal
Without a commitment to enhance those critical dimei.sions
of a shared ethos , no discussion of the ethics of higher edu-
cation will bear fruit. The challenge, many scholars insist, is
to shift the prevailing fiffces on campus to create community
based on a shared ethos.'16 effect this change, one must keep
in mind the complexity of organizational structure in higher
educatic in in the I inited States, In public instituti,ms of all
types, the ideal of conlmunity meets resistance in the form
of competing individual agendas (often to secure funding).
Likewise. the image of community raises concerns over indoc-
trination and particularist religious values in an education sys-
tem open to all by public mandz-ze. These institutions are not
founded by clearly defined communities that invest in the
future of their own group. !low cloes one develop a commu-
nity arc )und shared common values while still acknowledging
some degree of affiliatk in to a particular group%

Certainly, a common commitment to getting good jobs
through higher education is not a sufficient basis; for such
community. While smaller 11 iblic and private instimtions com-
mitted to the liberal arts tradition might have a better chance
of devel( iping a sense of community, large private universities
are driven by the same centripetal forces as their public coun-
ierparts. And as students' age spread widens in all catcp ries
of institutions, commlinity becomes even more difficult to
achieve, because the adult learner is already part of other
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groupings (if not communities): work, family, church, and
a variety of voluntary associations. Finally, community col-
leges, with their predominantly commuter population of all
ages and interests, face similar challenges in building a sense
of community. Th Is, one must proceed with great caution
in championing a cause that does not easily fit into the
explicit or implicit missions of such a wide variety of insti
tutions in a society that elevates the individual over the group,
even if evidence exfsts of some homogeneity.

Freedom and intentionality
Local forms of community intent on civility and valuing both
the intellectual life and the moral life should he constructed
(Bellah et al, 1985; Maclntyre 1981). Community as a group
is socially interdependent, participates in decision making,
and shares practices of commitment that by nature are eth-
ically good and transcendent in nature. Intentionality or free-
dom aptly describes both approaches.

The appellation "learning" associated with the concept of
valuing community characterizes the intentionality that must
be the foundation of life together in academe. Learning by
its nature is characterized by freedom or intentionality; oth-
erwise. it is memorization at best or indoctrination at worst.
Learning communities are also understotxl as social force:,;
that precipitate change; they "purposefully restructure the cur-
riculum to link together courses or course work so that stu-
dents find greater coherence in what they are learning as well
as increased intellectual interaction with faculty and fellow
students" (Gabelnick et al. 1990, p. 5). Inclusiveness, a bal-
ance between individual freedom and oblirition to the group,
the release of human p( )ssibilities, and an invitation to par-
ticipatory leatership are contemporary values that also bring
vitality to this learning community (Gardner 1989).

This discussion of community Iti,s paid attention to the
strong presence in our society of individualism and to the
complexity and size of institutionalized higher education.
American individualism does not take society and, by exten-
sion. community as first-order realities ( Bellah et al. 1985),
a serious obstacle to Kidding conlmunity. It would seem that
heterogeneous race, ethnicity, and religion ironically mask
a significant hmogeneity of viewpoints: it Jividualism above
all else. One must wcnder whether heten)geneity is nit we
of a rationalizatitm tin avoiding communit: than a real philo-

Though they
must be taken
serious0,
complexity
and size
are human
constructs, not
inevitable
forces.
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sophical problem. Though they must be taken seriously, com-
plexity and size are human constructs, not inevitable forces.
They are plastic, allowing for adaptation in view of needs and
goals. It is individualism that is the most difficult to address
because it is deeply rooted ir our culture and directly chal-
lenges the possibilities of community a.s anything other than
a derivative of individual utility (see especially Bellah et al.
1991, particularly chapter 5, for understanding this critical
social issue).1

Moral ideals
The learning community is also a inocal community (Ment-
kowski 1984), because "the quality o; human relationships
constitutes the moral dimension of human life" (Paris 1986,
p. 146). Ethical reflection on and concerns about the moral
dimension of the learning community presently abound,
because the moral consensus in this community has been
disrupted.

The development of learning communitiesthe "collegiate
ideal' (Conrad I984)--in higher education m ist, it is thought,
be based on a transcendent premise (Wegener 1990). Inclu-
siveness and the commonweal can provide a moral framework
(Dykstra 1990; Fleischauer 1984; Sherman 1984). The col-
legiate community is one that leads students beyond private
interests and develops civic and social responsibility in the
individual (Boyer 1937). These characteristics impel com-
=nines toward diversity in philosophy, gender, and ethnic
groups within their own ranks. "Humans have the unique
capacity to transcend every natural impulse and to envision
and create new communities that are not regulated by natural
needs and desires but by the goal of preserving and pro-
moting our common humanity" (Paris 1986, p. 152). Internal
transformation of the rnoial community, then, leads to col-
laboration with other communities. In this sense, the moral
community is expansive, a characteristic essential to the learn-
ing community.

I. A new journal, The Roponsitv Community, published by the Center for
Polio, Research (2700 Virginia Avenue, NAV, Suite 1002, \Washington, D.C.
2003.' and edited by Dr. Amitai Hzioni, and the Institute f)r the Ans of
Democracy, l'ounded by Frances Moore lappe and Paul DuBois (30 Elio
lyptus Line, Suite 1(X), San Rafael, California 9,1901, phone: 415-4533333,
are also important sources of inkrmation.
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Strategies to Develop Community on
Campus and in the Classroom
The development and enhancement of community in higher
educatkm undoubtedly rests to a significant extent on the
shoulders of student affairs personnel. Yet this responsibility
is not One that they alone assume. Academic adm;nistrators
and faculty also face the ch .nge of building community.
The academic sector in reality is the keystone of any collegiate
community. Why? The shape of a campus community is deter-
mined by the reasons for which the students and faculty are
brought togetherlearning in ail its diverse forms. Commu-
nity is integral to these essential purposes of higher education
and not a techni(.lue or palliative to diffuse tensions from
racial or ethnic difference or political correctness, Given the
fragmentation of the student body, with its diversity in eth-
nicity, size, age, part-time or full-time status, and commuter
or residential status, an important means of forging unanim-
ity in community is through the curriculum (Gabelnick et
al. 1990). lbday's curriculum bears the burden of establish-
ing community in ways that the college as a whole did in
the past).

The curriculum
The campus community is founded, in the first place, on
learning. Learning, especially in the core curriculum, depends
On a coi,erent curriculum that reinforces the conneck.dness
of suhject areas, thereby illuminating "larger, more integrative
ends" (Carnegie Foundation 1990, p. 14), that is, a set of
3hared values. Connectedness through collaboration mmes
about when students from diverse majors are challenged to
understand the subject from different points N. view. Even
though collaboratkin in specific courses can become prob-
lematic, it nevertheless remains fundamental to the core cur-
riculum and underscores the communal nature of learning.
Developing this core is itself a cellaboritive act on the part
of faculty that communicates the truth t community to the
students (Amin l988).

'Hie curriculum is an integral part of the colkge's larger
culture, and every event on campus has implications for the

kriculum ( Gaff 1989), Thus, student affairs personnel have
an important role to play. "They can help set high expecta-
tions, establish an intellectual tone in the student culture, and
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carry forward learning pals for students beyond formal
course work" (p. 14).

Cultivating the love of learning
In addition to reinforcing the collaborative efforts of devel-
oping curriculum, it is essential to reinforce a context of
mutual support or caring. Two forms of loveof learning itself

and of the learnerare the binding forces for community
(Palmer 1987). While the love of learners poses a more com-
prehensive challenge that embraces all drmensions of campus
life, all members of the community are learners and all are
challenged to this caring, both in the classroom and across
the campus. The love of learners provides the supportive
structure for any love of learning (Carnegie Foundation 1990),

a love more directly related to the classroom or the laboratory
(Palmer 1987). A campus community has six facets:

1. Freedom of expression in the open community;
2. Respect for the dignity of the person in the just

community;
3. Acceptance of mutual obligations for the common good

in the disciplined community;
4. Care for the well-being of each in the caring community;
S. Affirmation of tradition in the celebratory cot nmunity;

6. Valuation of change in the community (Carnegie Foun-

dation 1990).

These characteristics reflect personal as well as institutional
values, and they are interdependent: The open comntunity
requires, at the same tinw, a just and disciplined community.

A well-developed concept of building community through

a model of the ;ust community has been tested in high
schools, prisons, and college residence halls with some evi-
dence to support its effectiveness (Higgens, Power, and Kohl-

berg 1984). The just community is "a group with an ongoing
life (such as a student government) that governs itself through

. . participatory democracy" (Rodgers 1989, p. 137). Such

groups sei k a sense of cimlmunity and rules of conduct
thniugh moral discussion groups and can be applied to the
classroom as vc(11 (Galbraith arts! Jones 1976).

Instilling a love of learning depends, to a great extent, on
the quality of the teaching faculty. "College, at its Lel, is a
place where students, through creative teaching, are intellee.
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dialogue and small-group discussion (although alternatives
exist, as noted later). In short, a values audit is a critical inves-

tigation of the ethics of ethos within an institution of higher

teaming.
A study of the culture of higher educeon notes that "man-

agerial control of culture and the extent to which cultural

prcerties can be changed intentionally are more limited than

some have suggested" (Kuh and Whitt 1988, p. 95). The sub-
tlety of cultural influences and the subjectivity of individually
constructed reality are key reasons for this lack of cultural flex.

ibility (Kuh and Whitt 1988). Further, this inflexibility is rein-

forced not only by the enormous size of public higher edu-
cation systems but also by legal constraints that prevent such
systems cultivating hormgenecius student populations. Insti-
tutions of higher education, however, have some plasticity

as a result.t)f the diversity of the student body and its predict-
able t' Irmwer (Smith 1984). And the faculty are indeed
diverse. Both groups can bring about change more easily than

some anthropologists assume (Kuh and Whitt 1988). Admin.
istrative leadership can also have an impact on cultural change
through the values it espouses and practices. Thus, individuals
and institutions need to approach strategies for enhancing
community with a sense of realism about and hope for
change. A values audit is one way to test this reality and to
effect change in the institution.

The assessment of a values audit piloted by the Society for
Values in Higher Education IlOteti that culture in colleges
does not lend itself to manipulation. "The careful, inten
tional discussion of values can contribute to a greater self-
consciousness about the culture of an institution and Open
the question of what elements shoukl be strengthened." how-

ever (Smith 1985, p. 16). The conclusions are home out by
two values at:Jits recently concluded at Manhattan College
( 1988 to 1990) and the College of Mount Saint Vincent (1989
to 1991), both located in the Bronx, New York.2 The clarifi-

cation of values or assumptions behind decision making do

not eliminate divisiveness, but the significance of choices is

J. Me Audit Prgject of the Society for talues in Higher Mutation
occurred in the early I980s. II lin deed eigbt ingindiOnS: thn'ePabliC

anil'erVithW, a public rtN,arch uniirrsity, tiro rats adloles, and two

cburcb whited colleges &where( I 988 ,itbehrick et al 1Q90; Kirby et al.

1990; Smith n.d, I9H44; "Ialue,c and Decision aking" 19,VOA
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tually engaged" (Carnegie Foundation 1990, p. 12). If faculty
do not stay close to their knitting, one cannot expect much
from students. Two strategies to enhance community by instill-
ing a love of learning focus on transforming the fa'culty reward
structure (Barzun 1989; Cantegie Foundation 1991a; Paglia
1991; Wright 1991) and ensuring a classroom environment
conducive to students' learning, understood as a communal
act carried out by collaborative learning activities.

Administrative leadership
Central to any attempt to create a learning community is the
role at all levels of administrative leadership. Leadership
"means assuring that decision making at all levels will be
based on high standards that are widely shared" (Carnegie
Foundation 1990. p. 67). In 1'41, a look at the authority struc-
ture on a campus tells much about the possibiliti6 for com-
munity on campus. The connection between leadership and
morale (see. e.g., Rice and Austin 1988) has relevance for our
interest in community. Certain modes of leadership, condu-
cive to high morale, seem also to build community. Strong
leadership is necessar for high morale, assuming that a vari-
ety of leadership sty: ,participatory or hierarchical, for
example) are congenial with high morale (Rice and Austin
1988). The 10 colleges in the study of high faculty morale
found "a leadership that was aggressively participatory" on
both a personal and organizational level. Ironically, strong
leadership----powerful presidents---yet "flat hierarchy" is pos-
sible. The presidents were servant leaders (Greenleaf 1977)
who gave up power yet won the greatest of power hy enhanc-
ing institutional eftctiveness (De Free 1989; Samuels 1990).
They frei.ly shared informatit in with the faculty, and relations
with the board of trustees were open and unmediated by the
administration.

The Values Audit: A Strategy to Enhance Community
In addition to inspiring the values implicit within the learning
community, administrators (joined by others) must manage
its practical implementation and evaluation. A principal strat
egy to accomplish these tasks is the values audit, a part ici-
pau wy process that can engender a sense of comnlunity.
because it highlights the shared culture or system of values
as well as c( inflicts in values (Smith 1984). Nicist often, values
audits encourage the discovery of shared values through open
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clarified, alternatives are better defined, implications ar.! more
vivid, and, perhaps most important, thew is "soft; sense of
a common, public discourse inn& :ne diversity of interests
and roles" (Smith MI5, p. 16). Perhaps most important, the
values audit heir; a%1 institution to reach one of society's
expectations rew,:ding higher education: education in values.
An explicit curriculum in such education In business or engi-
neering is appropriate, but the institution itself must he inher-
enth toward values and ethically sensitive by prac-
tk,rv, wItt,!. it preaches.

,s holistic but has overlapping layers, making it dif
,:-Aierstand Yet an examination of culture helps in

.,:hending what is particular to an institutioii. Further-
a grasp of the assumptions that influence decf

ig is difficult but not impossible to attain ( Kuh
1988). Through such analysis, the dominant values and those
of various subcultures are more easily ievealed.

Comprehendinp culture calls kg both understanding and
appreciating the ethos, that is, "the affective tiinensions of
the organization, such as loyalty, commitine:':, and even love.

. lb preserve and enhance the un4in: ,-.mer of the ethos,
social ties across constituent groups . . ust be maintained
to sustain common belief systems" (Ki ill and Whitt 1988, p.
98). Without a grasp of the ethos, it v Ald be difficult to con-
duct a values audit, much less enhance community, as the
latter wimld embody a distinctive eths.

This report has emphasized thin size and diversity in large
public and private colleges and uciiversities profoundly affect
culture. In the establishment of a values audit for large insti-
tutions, the many subcultures among administration, faculty,
students, and staff must be taken into account (Kuh and Whitt
J988, pp. 95-110). If one take., seriously Alasdair Mack ityre's
belief that small intentional communities are the in ,portant
elements in renewal, then the subcukures in higher educiAion
are the logical starting point for transferring the idea of the
learning ,:ommunity from the smaller to the larger milieu.
For kteuhy and students, it frequently means the department,
discipline, or major. For administrators and staff, it might
mean working with those individuals in the same area of
responsibility. As indicated earlier, small liberal arts and coin,
prehensive colleges serve as models kir buikling comnumity,
because of size but also because of the centrality of a human-
istic or rehgious Visi011.
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Final Comments on the Learning Community
The learning community embraces a distinctive ethos, One
that is laden with values and sustains the only fitting context
for ethical analysis. Based on the curriculum, the learning
community addresses many of the concerns in this report.
For faculty who feel isolated by the limits of their discipline
and miss the richness they knew so well in graduate school,
the learning community enables them to reach out to other
disciplines. At the same time, learning communities address
the growing diversity among students in terms of age, race,
ethnicity, religion, and marital and enrollment status. Most
important, the learning community allows for a wide variety
of application, not simply application in the small liberal
arts college.

Within the learning community, the curriculum becomes
the keystone in building community by addressing a host of
problems at one time: coherence, civic responsibility, reten-
tion, active learning, and faculty development, all of which
can he accomplished inexpensively and without institutional
reorganization (Gabelnick et al. 1990). It also has the potential
of creating community among faculty. Facult) organized in
learning clusters at Babson College in Wellesley, Massachu-
setts, "agree on common themes, issues, problems, or his-
torical periods to study in the cluster" (p. 24). Students have
some common texts as well as speaking or writing assign-
ments. A faculty seminar provides an opportunity to discuss
individual and common syllabi. An ongoing faculty teaching
seminar covers pedagogy and subject matter. In "federated
learning communities," teachers who are Master Learners
"report how demanding and illuminating it is . . . to he a
learner in an undergraduate setting again and to refiame their
own work in the context of different disciplines . . ." (p. 29).

Both curriculum (the disciplines that protect the value of
knowledge) and the college as a whole (a time for growth
toward self-fulfillment) are important (Mentkowski 1984).
During 1967 on the campus of the University of Wisconsin
at Madison, students had confronted Dow Chemical Company
recruiters. "During the day, riots occurred, but the last whiffs
of tear gas had all but ck:!pipeared when I emerged from my
'cell' later in the day. In some ways, the enforced discipline
of a field,of study was a source of stability, and specializing
in one's discipline was a way to continue to see value in
knowledge for its own sake" (p. 3). An assessment of students'
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devekTment at Mverno College found students who achieved
in the curriculum accelerated to a more balanced pattern of,
orientatkm to learning styles involving concrete experienoV
abstract conceptualizing, reflective observing/active exper-
imenting ,N,Ientkowski 1984). Alvemo's success in developing
a learning community among its students is in large measure
the result of its focus on development of a comprehensive
curriculum.

While learning communities are economical and can easily
be geared to the needs of an institutkm, they need to be for,
mally established if they are to be successful. Institutional-
ization requires flexibility and ongoing learning as well as
planning and oversight. Academic innovation must he nour-
ished, along wit.. good feedback and support. Learning corn
munities can support other educational reforms and stimulate
faculty publication (Gabelnick et al. 1990). They can also sup-
port campuswide efforts to enhance community. Curricular
reform that integrates into courses those qualities necessary
tbr the open, just, disciplined, caring, or celebratory commu-
nity (see Carnegie Foundation 1990) provides reinforcement
for student life initiatives but also demonstrates to students
the relevance of the curriculum.

Findings from outcome assessments indicate the value of
the feeling of "belonging" on campus to retention. Learning
communities go to the heart of the matter on campus----learn-
ing-----and offer personal contact and group support: They let
students know college is not a lonely experience. Some evi-
dence also exists of higher achievement and improved intel-
lectual devehpment. Qualitative data on these communities
show that students value, armng other elements, the friend-
ships and belonging, collaborative learning, greater intellec-
tual enew and confidence, and the meaning of interdisci-
plinary study (Gabelnick et al, 1990).

Assessment of faculty indicates that learning communities
are valued because they are rooted in the disciplines but reach
out in a fairly safe structure. Faculty devek)pment in such proj-
ects avoids superficiality and involves pedagogy, not simply
research. Indivklualism more easily gives way to collaboration.

In niany ways, the learning community brings t( )gether key
themes related to leadership, faculty, and students. Leadership
is essential to colleges' and universities' increased sensitivity
to values in higher education. The learning Millnillnity 5)111-
holizes the delicate nature of that task. Faculty collaboratkm
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in this learning project is of the essence. Collegiality among
administrators and faculty is clearly needed. These commu-
nities can bring out the best in faculty as well as resolve sev-
eral of their tensions, especially the tension between research
and teaching. Community gives direction to students and
anchors their college experience in the intellectual life. Only
such an approach will do justice to the complexity of ethical
issues facing higher education.
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of Education and Human Development at The George Washington
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Address order to
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